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ABSTRACT
Need for The Study
Much attention has been paid to the conditions in public education,
Eiaphasis has been expressly focused on what has been happening in large
city schools. The spotlight has, naturaLly, been aimed at the city
because this is where the action has surfaced most explosively for the
past decade or so. Traumatic demonstrations, power struggles, horizon-
tal violence among students, fear ladened classrocxns and token gradu-
ates ccmprise fertile soil for local and national concern.
Little has cane to light that the critics of the city schools con-
sider promising. What has been labeled in this study as the External
Curriculum is one of the small but bright comers that gives cause for
hope to the consumers of public education in the dense nort.hem colon-
ies of the poor and the minorities.
Statement of The Problem
This study attempted to explore, for purposes of identification,
the existence and general nature of the educational process designated
as the External Curriculum.
The Ebcbemal Curriculum is a process that results in the composite
of skills, understanding, political finesse ari personal growth that
laymen develop when they seriously involve thonselves in efforts to
make the schools work for their children and themselves. The hope
is
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that this work provides a rudiraentaiy understanding/^t the process is,
the circumstances under which it is operative, how the involvement in
it caues about, the general categories in which growth takes place and
the broad recognition of the validity of the cognitive and skill devel-
opment process that often results through public school/client intei^-
action.
Procedures Used in The Study
The procedures for this work includedi
A. The review of the existing literature to pinpoint foundations
and indications that help substantiate the concept of the External
Curriculum.
B. The qualitative and quantitative analysis of interviews with
lay persons who are ’’enrolled*’ in the External Curriculum.
C. The accounting for the existence of the External Curriculum
through data developed by interviews with professional educators who
have been involved with the practical elements that make up the concept.
Conclusions of The Study
A basic conelusion of this study is that the External Curriculum
does exist. This learning process which takes place as a result of
active involvement by lay people with school personnel for purposes of
bringing about change is similar, in many respects, to an educational
course of study. It is an implicit segment of the public school opera-
tion.
vii
The E. C, is often an accidental or unnoticed personal growth
ocCTirence that may take fora when lay persons get involved cooperatively
confrontatively in planning, negotiating, criticising or other change
oriented activities with school personnel.
Five broad learning categories that this study unearthed and
attempted to explore werei
A. Political avrareness
B. Communication skills
C. Personal and social skills
D. Institutional understanding
E. Econoroic skills
It also became obvious that the External Curiiculm is a mutual
learning process, not only for pub]ic school clients but for public
school officials as well.
Identifying and exploring the existence of the External Curiiculum
led to the writerl conclusion that educators for the future must, with
all the other dimensions, take another look outside of the classroom to
discover how the*y can help the External Curriculum enrich the consumers
of the public school enteiprise. The uncovering of the External Cuni-
culum is also a reminder that educators and laymen have another tool
with which to carry out the mandate of the public schools while consid-
ering the consequences felt by all of the citizenry and studentry in the
educational enviroment.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
General Stataaent of the Problem
The legacy of the public schools seems to have soured for
rdllions of city dwellers in today *s society. It is necessary for
educators and those served by public schools to take a closer look at
the available educational resources and to make greater use of them to
confront this challenge.
One possible learning resource has been explored in this study.
It has gone largely unnoticed. It may provide another route to
learning for persons not formally considered students of the urban
public schools* For purposes of identification in this study, this
educational process is labeled the External Curriculum (E. C.).
The External Curriculum seems to include the development that
takes place when citizens involve themselves in schools to bring
about improv^ent. When this participation is sincere and lasts for
an extensive period of time, there is some indication that these
persons grow by developing new skills, understandings, and awareness.
Assioning that the External Curriculum does, in fact, exist, one addi-
tional constructive learning dimension can be tapped by educators to
service their client population more successfully.
1
2Heed for the Study
The issue of public education being perceived as the "golden
door" or ideal answer to acquiring awareness, affluence, and social
for those at the bottoui of the socioeconcmic ladder, is
continually being debated. Jencks (1972), Hosteller, and Moynihan
(1972) argue that schooling is but a small part of the educational
process, and not nearly so important as the population has been led
to believe.
In spite of this argument, today*s urban young and their fami-
lies have too frequently been traumatized by the monster of defeat and
frustration while grasping for success in the public schools. Acade-
micians and scholars may joust with words and concepts, but the
issues of daily survival remain for the millions who have few places
to turn for help. One of those hopes is still the public school.
The avalanches of dropouts, gang murders, functional illiterates,
anonymous classroom mobs, alien professional teachers, racial and
class separations, and hosts of other modem ills demand that those
searching for relief take advantage of every resource at their dis-
posal. Schools may not be the entire answer, but they are there t
and for many may be an important element of the answer.
It is proposed that we examine a critical d3mamic in the inter-
play between the homos and schools deep within the city as part of
the answer to using public education as a step up the ladder to
success in this society. This dynamic, referred to above, is the
3External Curriculum. Often the home/school interplay is overlooked
by schoolmen and women. It also may not be fully appreciated by those
lay persons who possibly benefit from it the most.
This study attempts to raise questions about the value of using
the school as a tool of political and intellectual liberation by
persons not presently considered to be the direct recipients of the
benefits of public education. The usefulness of the External Curricu-
lum to public school clientele who live within the core of the largo
urban centers and to public school officials who servo than will bo
examined to determine if the E. C. is an integral part of the learn-
ing agenda.
Sub-Problems
In order to cany out the research on this problem, certain sub-
problems had to be addressed. In addressing those concerns the
writer attempted to identify the critical process of learning that
took place when certain members of the citizenry interacted with the
public schools in a particular setting. An effort was also made to
document the process discovered as it is perceived by prominent
education professionals.
1. The identification of persons Involved in the process who
could shed light on its existence and its nature.
2. The validation by school administrators in various parts of
the nation that the process is a reality in other places as well as
the locale of primaiy attention.
43. The most effective way to surface the infomation available
about the process from both professionals and lay participants.
4, The analysis of tlie data collected from the perceptions of
those with firsthand e:cperienc0 .
5» The compilation of recommendations to follow this exploratory
effort that will lead to further academic consideration of its nature
and the dynamics involved therein.
Delimitation
This study concerns itself with the public schools and their
core participants in large urban areas of the north. The rationale
of this is that the majority of America *s yoiing is educated under the
auspices of local authorities deriving their powers from the state
governments consistent with the United States Constitution. At least
85 percent of this nation* s school age children (five to seventeen
years of age) are enrolled in public schools.
For the poor and for the inhabitants of the crowded streets of
the city, the public school holds a monopoly. There are few alterna-
tive educational choices. If these desperate millions are to strive
for excellence in the competition for success economically, socially,
and educationally, they mist attempt to tap the centers for advance-
ment that are available to them. Whether, or not they officially
enrolled in these centers, they must contiiraally use them as impoi'-
tant rungs in the ladder upward. Participants may bo able to make
better use of this alternative curriculum.
5The focus for this work will be on the core of the northern
metropolitan centers. These geographical areas are the most thickly
populated portions of the United States. In keeping with the resi-
dential density, they breed the many advantages and miseries by which
city and metropolitan life are characterized. The External Curricultan
may be one of the strategies witli which to fight the handicaps of
ignorance, crime, powerlessness, and continued colonization of those
trapped within the heart of these inner spaces.
The citizenry making up the primary constituency of the urban
public school are drawn from among the poor, the minorities, and the
undereducated. In these circles, issues of responsible citizenship,
educational independence, or power politics are hollow, meaningless,
and even ridiculous concepts. People faced with the dilanma of deal-
ing with these school-imposed issues from their position of powerless-
ness have traditionally been victims of political exploitation, tar-
gets of charity catharsis for ladies clubs, or cases to be found in
the files of professional experts.
In dealing with the challenge of pulling oneself up by his own
"boot straps" within the "rugged Individualist" approach to econcanic,
political, and social liberation participants could partially improve
their lot by taking advantage of the elements of the External Curricu-
Im.
6Economic and Educational Limits
It is, of courso, obvious that many thousands of the persons
residing in the cubjugated colonial districts of these cities are well
educated, infomed, and in touch with the political processes around
tlicm. The External Curriculum is beneficial in broadening their pe2>-
spectives but not to the extent tlmt the educational strengthening of
those at the very bottom of the learning ladder can take place.
For this reason this study will center on the public school
student population and those identifiable non-students who maintain
close association with the schools and who may have gained a high
school education. These groups live within the feeder boundaries of
schools that are classified by the present federal guidelines as
poverty areas, and are entitled to TITLE I funds under teims of the
Elementary and Secondary .Education Act of I965 as amended because of
the handicaps of low inccme and economic deprivation.
Because of the writer* s experience and primary interests, the
major focus will be limited to one racial minority within the cities.
For purposes of this exploratory study research attention will be
confined to urban blacks.
Definition of Terms
External Curriculum . The label for the acUvities of lay persons
that are related to public schools and that develop through their
efforts to make the schools »»work» for the primary client
population.
7students,
Currxculum is often defined narrowly as a prescribed course of
study. Randan House Collegiate Dictionary details this definition
asj 1. The aggregate of courses of study given in a school, college,
etc.; 2. The regular or a particular course of study in a school,
college, etc.
For this study the broader Bent and Kronenberg (1970, p. 209)
view is more appropriate!
In a limited sense the school curriculum is a
systonatic arrangement of courses of study
designed to meet the needs of a pupil or group
of pupils. In its broadest sense it includes
the complete school environment involving all
of the courses, activities, readings, and asso-
ciations with which pupils come in contact in
school, (italics are the author’s)
This definition speaks to a broad interpretation. Within the
conceptualization of the External Curriculum we consider the lay
adult who interacts with the school no less a learner, although not
formally enrolled in classes and the program of neighborhood school
than the pupil who is enrolled in regularly prescribed grades or
levels.
The involvement of these lay persons may take the form of cooper-
ative planning with school people, confrontation with educational and
political authorities, or other change oriented activities. Energy
and effort expended in these struggles maybe translated into practical
school programs for the enrolled students inside the school. However,
those frcm the "outside” who intervene may build new political
8expertise
,
greater civic sophistication, and new skills with which to
pursue personal and constituent goals. The generation of power by
these •'external” clients, and their experience in how to use it,
beccme the informal and often unexpected agenda of the public schools.
This agenda is the foundation of the External Curriculum.
Client Population
. That group living in the service area of the
school or school system. Members of this group have varying character-
istics. They may be the students attending the schools, the relatives
of those students, or other persons affected by the schools in signifi-
cant ways.
Colony . *'(6) Any group of individuals havirig similar interests,
occupations, etc., usual3;y living in a paidiicular locality" ( Random
House Dictionary of the English Language) • The tern is used here for
the urban poor and racial minorities because of its implications of
homogeneity and enforced geographical isolation. It is also used to
convey an indication of economic and political dependence on external
influence and control. "The dark ghettos are social, political,
educational and—above all—economic colonies" (Clark, 1965)»
The use of the term colony in referring to what many now
call the ghetto is further defined politically by Stokely Carmichael
and Charles V Hamilton in Black Power (196? pp. 10-11).
9As Fanon states them,
The marks of colonialism are militaiy occupation,
econcffiic e:q>loitation, and the destruction of
indigenous culture. Colonialism does not have to
exist outside of a particular hcmeland and may well
burgeon just on the other side of the railroad
tracks, (Fanon, I968 p, 123)
Liberation . “To set free...” ( Random House Dictionaiy of the
English Langiage) used here to mean releasing the urban poor and
racial minorities to play a full role as citizens in the democratic
process through sharing of important information, political participa-
tion, educational benefits, and self-direction in all matters of
citizenship.
Power . ”(1) Ability to do or act; (2) Political or national
strength; (3) Great or marked ability to do or act; strength; might;
force . , .
(
Random House Dictionary of tbe English Language)
.
Used here more specifically to indicate ability and energy to bring
about change and improvement.
Lay . Other than professional educators.
Research Expectations
1. V/hether by accident or deliberation the External Curriculum
is of value to client population the process is of value to
the school
and its lay population.
2. Cognitively the External Curriculum provided
educational
growth opportunities.
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It is hopefully daaonstrable that persons who take advantage of
the critical school-clientele process, whether consciously or acci-
dently, benefit in a number of ways. The school also gains several
advantages. The focu.s for this work is the cognition gained by the
target or client population.
Related Literature
Several authors have identified educational processes that may
bo interpreted in tlio light of the External Curriculum. The approach
of this study will include a review of some of their views.
In a paper written by Martin Deutsch, for instance, the involve-
ment in schools by parents resulted in "greater understanding.”
That involvement >ra,s the key to personal growth. From my view this
is a dimension of the school’s External Curriculum. (Deutch, 1971)
Karl Hannlieira’s Ideology and Utopia gives an account of what he
calls the "sociology of knowledge”, those involved with institutions.
The concept of the External Curriculum seems to be a natural outgrowth
of this use of knowledge. (Mannheim, 1936)
A most fundamental learning or growth concept presented by John
Dewey includes the use of enviromental resources by living organisms
"for the purposes of understanding themselves and grovdng." (Dewey,
1938) Considering the bustling population of local urbanites within
the feeder boundaries of the public school, one can easily equate this
body of people ^ith a giant living organism within the heart of the
city. The External Curriculum serves this giant organism as one
small part of the survival process as it draws on the assets of its
surroundings.
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Dewey further connects participation in democratic processes to
the acquisition of educational growth. The External Curriculum may be
viewed as a channel for democratic expression through the public
schools. (Dewey, 1966)
In Pedagogy of the Oppressed
, Paulo Freire discusses from a
political perspective how activism creates learning. It is a directly
related treatise to the E. C. of how activism in schools loads to
intellectual, political, and organizational gixjwth. (Freire, 1970)
Frcm an industrial and organizational system approach the
authors Eiaeiy and Trist in the “Causal Textures of Organizational
Environments** introduce a frame of references which supports the
critical nature of an External Curriculum for public schools. (Emery
and Trist, 196?)
Understanding the External CurriculxM is aided significantly by
talcing an organizational theory approach. Being able to locate where
the External Curriculum is operable orgaiizationally will help clarify
what it is, and where it takes place in relationship to the educational
organization. A visual representation of Hhery and Trist* s ideas
follows in Chapter II.
Procedures
The procedure for this research includes.
12
a. The revievx of existing literature to pinpoint ideas and
interactions that help substantiate the concept of the Extenial Curri-
culum,
b. The relating of case studies of lay persons who are "enrolled"
in the External Curriculum,
Both are for the purposes of identifying the External Curriculum's
existence. And interviews with professional educators who have been
involved with the practical elements of the concept.
Utilizing a qualitative research approach data on the External
Curriculum from participants will fom the basis for this investiga-
tion, Through personal observations, uniformities, patterns, and the
nature of the dynamics being studied may eraerge to a point of greater
clarity. Also, by employing verbatim dialogue, as described by
R, K, Ready, the interviews and meetings can help in locating problems
and issues required to conceptualize the E, C, for analysis, (E, K,
Ready, 1972)
Primary cases -will be examined to explore possible existence,
nature, and implications of the External Curriculum,
The case materials collected in conjunction with this exploratory
studj” of the External Curriculum incorporates verbal expressions of
two points of view. In following the personalities who were prominent
in this experiential learning, the grovith and changes effected by the
exercise of the External Curriculum may become more clearly evident.
Secondly School Administrators have a vested interest in an
External Curriculum that is positive and supportive. They will be
13
intervieifed in order to gain a candid perception of their views of
what happens to clients when there is interaction between the school
and the horae, or between school and students outside of the classroom.
They will be from different cities across the nation. Their experi-
ence will be varied, including teaching, school administration ftr>d
central office or national administrative involvonent.
Generated through an intuitive sampling process, case studies
will be used to help demonstrate how the External Curriculum operates
in actuality by revealing personal testimony of those involved in
experiencing it.
Because of the lack of adequate information in the literature it
may become necessary to rely on a direct examination of data at the
prime source of experience. Those sources are the target persons
identified as having participated in the process being explored, and
the observer participants within the public school system, as adminis-
trators.
Summary
This first chapter outlines the study that was undertaken in the
remainder of this work. As suggested above the following chapter is
designed to share with the reader the results of the search of the
literature to find appropriate works relative to the External Curiicu-
lum process. The writer *s conclusions about the work done by other
writers will be included. In addition an industiial frame of refer-
ence which speaks to the texture of organisational relationships will
14
be discussed and adapted to demonstrate the field
-tiithin which the
External CurricTiltmi can be most operative.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The professional literature perused in connection with this study-
consisted of dissertations, books, monographs, manuals, special re-
ports, statistical studies, pamphlets, and articles that appeared in
a variety of publications • The intent of the expositoi’y material re-
viewed, with few exceptions, was to suggest ways and means to improve
the results gained in classroom e3£perience, or to question "the style,
content, or leadership within the public school. In other words, the
main concern expressed in the literature -was related to administration,
traditional educational services, and new models for student develof^
ment. Little or no consideration appears to have been given -bo the
individuals who devote effort and time to support change or otherwise
seriously participate in school affairs.
The purpose of this study is -bo demonstrate that individuals have
gained expertise as they worked to improve education in their coorauni-
ties. This expertise may Imve enabled then to move into other areas
of comiminity action. Thus the litera-bure is peripherally, though
significantly, related to the primary thrust of this research.
15
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School CcHimninity Involvaraent
Several writers have suggested that growth and understanding do
take place on the part of concerned nembers of the ccciiminity \Aio
express their concem in an active posture. However, specific studios
of individuals have not been presented by any of these writers.
Martin Deutsch, cosnuienting on the poor and powerless of the urban
areas, indicates thati
...there is an emei^ence of a higher level of
self-accepting social demands in the ccmnunity,
and concomitant with this growth has been an
increase in ccsnmunity involvement in the schools,
including a greater demand on the schools to re-
late appropriately and develop a curriculum of
social attitudes in accordance 1-ri.th their own
stated objectives and those of the parents.
Though involvement with the schools, poorer
parents have gained greater understanding of
the way schools operate than they possessed
heretofore. (Deutsch, 1971)
By the above statement, Deutsch has illustrated a fork in the
road to education. Deutsch continues down one path in the fork to
deal with what the impact of scliool/comniunity involvement has been
within the schools and on the child in the school. To focus on the
External Curriculum, it is necessary to proceed down the other path
toward identifji.iig its impact on leaniing through experience. Thus
it is manifested outside of the classroom and the institution.
Karl Manrhaim suggests but does not pursue the concept of the
External Curriculum. Mannheim explains that if knowledge is inter-
related and can be transferred from one area to another, an aspect
of this "Sociology of Knowledge" concept, it is reasonable to assume
17
tliat individuals can move from educational concern to other areas of
need in their communities,
Mannheim describes knowledge as ”an instrument in controlling
social reality.” He points out that class levels can often be
spanned through the acquisition of knowledge. Secret knowledge, often
reserved for one special group, can be acquired by members of another
group. This acquisition can help the powerless gain new tools with
which to grasp more influence over their own destiny. Socially,
fir.ancially, and politically they are able to operate within circles
of influence previously reserved for those in power. Thus for those
participating in tJie E. C. acquisition of knowledge provides new
opportunities to influence their lives and lives of others more.
(Mannheim, 1936)
John Dewey presents a fundamental learning or growth concept
when ho dxscussos the use of environmental resources by living
organisms ”for purposes of understanding themselves and growing,”
(Dewey, I966) Considering tlie bustling population within the feeder
boundaid.es of the public school, one can easily equate the .inhabl.-
tants of these areas with a giant living organism within the heart
of the city. The ESctemal Curriculum serves tliis giant organism as
one small part of the survival process as it draws on the assets of
its surroundings.
Deivey stresses the inherent educational value of the democratic
expression through the public schools. (Devrey, I966)
18
Pa\ao Freire contends that from a political porspectivo activism
creates learning. This concept is dealt ^dth in more detail in
Chapter V, page 137* It can be inferred that activism in schools
leads to intellectual, political, and 02*ganizational growth. Freire,
however, does not deal specifically with the transfer on the part of
individuals from educational concerns to concerns in other related
areas. (Freire, 1970)
John Broaer and Michael von Moschzisker in discussing the Park-
way Program in Philadelphia, point out that learning does take place
between professionals and comrminity people*
If you define learning only in terns of students
and not the larger cctmmunity, it is only a short
step to defining English only in terns of grammar,
and history only in terns of dates. If an educator
is sensitive to a need for learning, he cannot limit
his responsibility to those in his classroom. A
true conmanity of learning is not limited to students
and teachers; it is a community in which everyone
has flexible roles, teaching some of the time, and,
hopefully, learning a great deal of the time. Can
a program which dravrs a line between helping students
learn and helping the comriiunity learn really be
called a school '^rithout walls? Think about it.
(Bremer and von Moschzisker, 1971)
The '•Parkv/ay Program*’ derives its name from the Benjamin Franklin
Parkixay which cuts across the city. On this Parkway are located many
cultural and scientific institutions which are tapped for the ”school
without ;-ralls.” Fully accredited, the school offers an opportunity
for students to identify the resources necessaiy for them to acquire
knowledge by going directly to sources and facilities within the city.
19
Bremer and von Moschzisker discuss the impact of the Parlaxay
Program which has been operating since I969 as a fully accredited
high school within the Philadelphia School District. The positive
view of the program is documented from the viewpoint of students,
interns, a parent, a faculty member and a journalist. However, the
authors of Schools Without Walls did not document reactions of
individuals representing more than one hundred cooperating agencies
which offered to students facilities and opportunities for learning.
Such documentation could be significant as a means of demonstrating
that community people can learn from their involvement with schools
professiorials and students. Within the scope of Schools Without
Walls it is not to bo esqsected that the authors could include the
additional dimension of documentation of the effect of the External
Curriculum on ccmmunity people involved. (Bremer and von Moschzisker,
1971)
Alex Poinsett cites a specific example of the involvement of
Steve Morris in Gaiy, Indiana. Forty-five year old Morris was the
leader of a group of more than a dozen adults who in 1968 took over
the Gaiy, Indiana, Public School Administration Building. For five
days there was a boycott of the schools by about 20,000 children.
Morris then acceded to the Mayor’s request to call of^^the boycott.
The school board complied with the boycotters’ demands for improvement
in the schools. A new superintendent was secured and nevr integration
plans were fonuulatod.
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Activist Steve Morris had been a $5i700 a year school lunch
program clerk in a township trustee’s office. Later he was hired as
a $10,500 a year "senior coordinator" in the Concentrated anployment
Program, Stemming from his concern with inadequate public education,
Morris moved into another problem area in urban life.
Poinsett does not explore fully the case of Steve Morris since
his main focus is on Mayor Hatcher, But it may be safe to conclude
that the interaction with schools was at least in part responsible
for Morris’ upward mobility. (Poinsett, 1970)
Educators may be compelled to turn to industry as they search
for change in their philosophy and mode of operation. One industrial
source provides a fi^iework directed toward organization-enviroment
relationships. This framework supports the critical nature of an
External Curriculum for public schools.
Concepts introduced by Eheiy and Trist were applied to education
in our study. These authors focus on the following classifications
i
closed system
,
placid clustered environment
,
disturbed reactive
environment
,
and turbulent fields . (Ehory and Trist, 19^7)
It is not our purpose in this review of related literature to
deal extensively with the studies in the field of industry. Rather,
adaptation of the findings of Eftieiy and Trist will be included in our
next section of this Chapter.
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Organizational Frame of Reference
Pkery and Trist conclude that industries that do not interact
with their environments will die or at least lose profits. Adapting
this conclusion to educational environments wo might find the follow-
ing para.13.el structure.
Withi.n the cities the search for a workable approach to assuring
excellence as the prime characteristic in the educational process will
require much exchange and cross system participation. In other words,
school personnel will increasingly have to get to know the people
they service better and parents will have to become more a part of
their schools. The isolation of school dynamics from the activities
of the neighborhood and vice versa will no longer be accepted by
either faction. An inter-organizational or intergroup relationship
between school leaders and clients will become more important. The
2
texture or quality of that relationship must be considered because
schools cause responses from neighborhoods and cities and urban
dwellers cause reactions frm school personnel. They are comparable
to interdependent systems that cannot grow productively in exclusion
from one another.
^ Defined asi Something composed of closely interwoven elements
The structure formed by the treads of a fabric. An identifying quali
tyj cha.i'acter. A basic theme or structure. Websters Third
International Dictionary (unabridged) G & C. Merriam Co., 1961.
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The systecis approach to this interaction Is useful in helping to
understand how the External Curriculum can bo conceptualized. F. E,
Einery and E. L. Trust (196?), in a paper, "Causal Texture of Organiza-
tional Environments," provide a framework for organization-environ-
ment relationships.
Although the Ehery-Trist concept of "Four Types of Causal Tex-
ture" was developed primarily with industrial organizations, the
basic elements nay also apply to schools, which increasingly have to
deal with their external enviroments.
Bnery and Trist developed a simple matrix to demonstrate the
categories of interrelationship between an organization and its en-
vironment, Their matrix is adapted here to reflect the relationships
beUreen schools and their enviroments and to show how interrelation-
ships may be the basis of an External Curriculum, (see Figure 1)
FIGURE 1
SCHOOL/ENVIROKMENTAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS
The suffix 1 refers to the school and the suffix 2 to the external
environaent of the school.
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L]_ here refers to the processes within the school—the areas
of internal interdependencies. L2 2 represents the interchanges that
develop learning connections within the environment outside the
school.
Id 2 and L2 1 refer to exchanges between the school and its
external envirorment. It is within this interrelationship that the
iixtemal Curriculum beccaaes operative, (see circled portion of
Figure I) When the environment interacts with the school and when
uiie school interacts with its environmenti learning across system
lines beccanes a reality. In one case, people in the school learn
about and from the people in the client population 2) and in the
other people within the neighborhood learn about and from school
employees (L2 3_). As a result, a learning agenda is developed which
extends beyond the fomal agenda of tlie schools. That agenda is
different from the one usually prescribed by curriculum guides,
school policies, and other traditional educational expectations.
Learning connections are most productive for the school and those the
school serves when there is a mutual interchange between the interaal
and external curricula.
In describing two industrial cases, Bnery and Trist demonstrated
that organizations can die or be seriously handicapped in their
efforts to amass profits if there is not recognition of an interaction
with their environments. Case I describes the difficulties of a food
canning company that ignored change in its environment. This case
parallels what has often happened between schools in the urban
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colonies and their environments.
A largo vegetable canning company in the United Kingdom controlled
65 percent of its market. Its position was stable and there seemed to
be every reason to expect this dominance to continue. In keeping with
this stabiU.ty, millions of pounds (^ ) were poured into a new auto-
mated factory. It was designed exclusively for the existing tradition-
al market.
EJven vdiile the factoiy irais being built the market environment
began to change. Other firms sprang up dealing with imported fruits.
These fims increased duo to post war increases in the availability
of tin and steel strip for cans and new consumer desires for imported
fruits. The new automatic factory couldn't bo adapted to meet the new
challenge of the market. The texture of the envirorraent was not
recognized by the traditional management until it was too late. The
lack of exchange between the company and its environment, the inability
to be flexible in the face of new markets, desires and external
activities led to an irreversible negative effect.
The first reaction was to make a strong defense of the traditional
product, and the Boai\i split over the issue of attempting to enter a
cheaper market.
Finally circumstances forced a redefinition of mission, and a
slow, painful, re-emergence vras begun toward a new identity. In off
seasons these canning fims needed to find new ways to use their
machinery and to keep their employees. To do this they moved into
quick-frozen foods. The quick freezing process required great
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oonsistency at the growing end. Crops that were unsuitable for
freezing became available for canning. These crops were largely in
the United States where a large market for quick-frozen foods had been
established. The surplus was sold at a very low price, and they were
imported by small canners. Cheap supplies also became procurable
from developing countries.
The giant company, in the United Kingdom, had been specially
grov/ing vegetables at additional cost. The price, because of the
premier brand, had been higher. With the product spectrum now
changed canpetition, skyrocketed. Supemarkets were developing,
grocery ciiains came into existence, and bulk purchases became the
purchasing style.
Schools and their service areas must grow together or face the
problems as represented in the illustration above. The grc«rth frm
the closed educational system or school to the open educational unit
has been part of the development of urban schools within tho last
decade, or so.
In the closed setting there is little involvement with the
environment and at the other end of tho spoctrum, in the open rela-
tionship, there is great exchange and interrelation between the school
and its environment
,
(illusti*ated on tlie left portion of Figure 2)
The one-teacher, one-class school is used to illustrate the
first example. Although these settings are highly interactive they
are often characterized by the closed, oppressive, and hickory stick
atmosphere. The teacher imposes the experience on the students with
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little or no two-way conraanication. The teacher usually has the
sanction of the parents for his approach. Free and open exchange for
the purpose of decision making and educational flexibility hardly
exist. The mandate to ’’teach” is imposed on the teacher and the
education is Imposed on the students with litUe or no freedom and
openness at any level.
In the situation in which the educator forces one way communica-
tion that is closed to the students and the environment, an entropic
situation prevails. This means that a situation exists in which there
is little or no revitalization from outside of the rigid educational
establishment.
The electrical system of an aut-onobile may work well and for a
long time. If, for any reason, the recharging apparatus in the car
fails to revitalize the battery, the motorist T/ill be stranded,
lacking the energy to complete his journey. The entropic nature of
a closed system follows the same pattern. Without recharging there
is no alternative other than failure or destruction. Bnery and Trist
define this noninteractive state as placid randcanized enviroment .
This model is only active within itself and does not interact to any
significant degree with its enviroment. Without continual inter-
action with the environment public education loses a major source of
recharging. The result may be self-destruction.
Another level of growth in intraschool relationsliips is to the
nnilti-rocm organization. This is also a closed educational system
called a placid clustered enviroment by Eiaeiy and Trist. That kind
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of intoiTial structure provides for moi*e interaction within itself
because there are more teachers and several different classes. There
exists a non-interactive relationship that is also static. Just as
in the industrial model, the school under these conditions tends to
grow in size, becoming multiple, hierarchical, bureaucratic and
tending toward centralized control and coordination. Organizations
of this kind also require a concentration of resources arn-1 subordina-
tion of professional initiative to the main plan. This subordination
to a remote central authority often leads to a neglect of local
dynamics and needs. Interaction with the school environment is at a
minimum, thus rendering the placid clustered environment entropic.
A third level of causal texturing is called the disturbed reactive
environment . It is part of a stable system very much like curriculum
two. Within its area are several other schools with the same general
purposes. There is some overlapping in regard to the client popula-
tion, funding problems and use of outside resources. The disturbed
reactive envirorment is best demonstrated in cities which have public
and private schools. The respective schools operate as closed
entities internally, but usually draw student bodies from the same
environment. Although these schools are in competition with each
other, there is rarely open conflict or open cooperation.
Eiiiery and Trist characterize this typo of organization as dynamic
rather than static. They also camraent on the use of strategies and
tactics by organizations in competition with one another. The priva-te
schools draw off the members of the neighborhood who can afford to pay
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the fcui’tion* Those who do attend them often do so to escape the
problems and failures of the public schools. As in industry, schools
often come to terns and the rolationships are stable and sometimes
cooperative. V/ith an open interactive relationship between these
schools and their environment, the advantages for education could be
considerable. The problen lies in the division within the neighbor-
hood and the lack of exchange between the systems.
Turbulence in Open Education
The fourth step in the causal texturing of educati.on, turbulent
fields
,
is a more ideal situation. The school is a combination of
teachers, students and adults from the environment who interact with
one another to create a total educational experience. Relationships
are not restrictive and exchange is common at all levels. As shown
in Figure 2 by tlie arrows signifying two way learning as people move
throu.gh the boundaries.
Ebioiy and Trist describe the turbulent fields model as unlike
the first three types because it is dynamic. The dynamic properties
arise not simply from the interaction of the component organizations,
but also from the fiold itself. The Aground* is in motion. In other
words the environment itself is part of tho process.
Schools-without-wa31s, work-study programs, children teaching
children, shared time, paraprofossional approaches are typical of
turbulent field settings in that they are based largely on internal
and external interaction. Parent^-teacher groups in this model have
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significant involvement in school affairs that go beyond building
financial or other support for the school. They have a role in
governance. Teachers, students, parents, businessmen, local leaders
and all kinds of others combine to create educational experiences.
The External Curriculum, of course, thrives in this setting.
Extensive educational fermentation such as this is self-rejuven-
ating. It characterizes a school that is deeply involved in its
environment. There is a continuous rebirth of energy and vitality.
The school and its environment are mutuaiJJLy I’enoT'dng one another.
Education in an environment of turbulent fields does not derive from
one scarce but from many. All involved become both learners and
educators. Learning and teaching is not restricted to those who are
formally enrolled in the school, bit include all who informally
interact and react vdth the school as well. They are all a part of
the External Curriculum.
There are seven major characteristics of the turbulent fiold
mode which bear recording
i
1, Values differ among the various persons interacting between
the school and the environment. This creates power fields. In other
words, the values of the internal organization interact with the
values of the external enviroment, and because of the differences,
there is a continuous conflict or interchange at all levels. Since
there are so many factions within the schools and school environments
of a large city, it is natural that much turbulence is generated
when
people interact with others with different views, priorities,
and
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agendas. This interaction results in learning. Value equilibrium,
where values are the same, inside and out, results in a static condi-
tion. Some foms of static situations may be positive, and others
may provide continuity and basic standards. Each system must deteiv
mine by interaction the best mix of internal and external values.
There is a need, then, for continuous resolution of differing
value structures. The value modification between the system and its
external environment creates the necessary movement by which learning
can be maximized and basic standards established.
2. Another characteristic is the negentropic nature of the
turbulent field. Hegentropic indicates that the organization or
system is continually recharged by its environment. Dewey (1938)
describes a living organism as one which utilizes the resources of
its environment to maintain itself and grow. The elements of all
systems are active and regenerating because of the environmental
dependencies. Within the turbulent field situation the two factions
of school and client population interact, creating a revitalization
of both elements. The result is a living and thriving organism.
3. Adaptability is a mandate of the educational turbulent
field. If the school cannot adapt to new situations in its environ-
ment and if the envirorment is not adapting to the needs of the
school, the results vdll be destructive. Obstacles, new conditions
and new challenges are constants in a dynamic society. Adapting the
educational system to deal with these changes is vital if the system
is to remain productive.
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h. Turbulent fields resist equilibrlian because of the dynamic
influences internally and externally. There is a continuous movement
of ideas, values, programs and activities that create a field that will
not tolderate static or status quo conditions. It is impossible for
schools to remain unchanged and static if they are continuously inter-
acting vD-th an environment that has differing values and many resources
vrith which to set up challenges to a lack of change. In a way, then,
continuous change and interchange become the status quo.
5. There is a constant reliance on research and development with-
in an organization that wishes to function productively within a
turbulent field. In order to maintain continuous growth that is
necessary for survival, the organization must critique itself. On the
basis of research and feedback it must develop new or more effective
approaches to meet the challenges of turbulence in an active society.
6. A positive correlation betvreen dissimilar portions of the
turbulent field is most important, \7hen parents or students in;ject
themselves into the process of education to help bring about change,
their intention should be positive or intended to improve the educa-
tion of students. Later in this account of the External Curriculum
the disadvantages of selfish, destructive and narrow involvaaent will
be discussed.
If the school as a vital part of the environment it serves assumes
a negative relationship to its environment or vice versa, the result
is destructive. Revitalization does not grow out of pursuing
negative
goals that may later inhibit or damage growth. In Education'
and
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Experience John Dewey describes how negative forces that make efforts
to educate only restiict and create ruts and practices that Inhibit
learning in the future.
The belief that all genuine education
ccanes about through experience does not mean
that all experiences are genuinely or equally
educative. Ebcperience and education cannot be
directly equated with one another. For some
experiences are mis-educative. Any experience
is mis-educative that has the effect of arrest-
ing or distorting the grovrth of further exper-
iences. (De\-7ey, 1938 pp, 25-26)
A mis-educative e^qperience might be in the thoughtless disruption of
the school or class without carefully constructed strategies and goals
aimed at education for students and representative of parent and
student support for long-range improvement. During the school turmoil
of tlie 60 *s there were scaae occasions of disruption for disruption’s
sake on the part of scaae educators. This kind of activity is futile.
All parties involved in the turbulent field will hopefully avoid rais-
educativo or negative educational experiences.
7, With such a complex arrangement as the turbulent field in
pursuing education in the school environnent arena, the demand is for
leadership on the part of educators, in addition to management. The
dynamic nature of the turbulent field mitigates against a single focus
on the priorities of management; it requires leadership as well as a
stabilizing structure that can meet the needs of flexibility and di-
versity. Educational leadership must be cultivated not only within
the ranks of the pi*ofessional educators but also among concerned
(rf.tisens and developing students. The External Curriculum is an
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asset to potential leaders as they build the experience and support
to exercise their leadership.
Summary
A survey of the literature related to the External Curriculum
reveals a philosophical and pragmatic recognition that an organism
must relate to its environment. The literature also reveals that the
school has increasingly turned to the community to enhance the educa-
tion of students. Absent from the literature is docmenta.tion of the
growth of individuals who turned first to the schools to effect
change, and subsequently moved into other areas in an effort to
improve life in their coramunitios.
The next chapter will present the tecliniques and procedures that
have been chosen to investigate the existence of the External Curricu-
lum. Included will be the rationale for selecting a stylo of lixjuiry
qnd the nature of the persons with whom the problem is to be explored.
An account ;rlU also bo provided in order to explain how the
data collected is to be handled.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES USED IN COLLECTING AND
TREATING DATA
General Procedures
Evaluation of the results and activities of public school educa-
tion is sometiiaes made by reviewing the conclusions and observations
of the professional leaders in the field. This approach has much
value and was used as one part of the procedure in collecting data for
this study.
Much of the character of a learning enterprise lies within its
target population; much of the learning can best be verified by pri-
mary participants. Such is the case among the External Curriculma
participants. It is this writer’s judgment that in identifying the
possible reality of the E. C. These primary sources must bo utilized.
A qualitative investigation vzas chosen as the most appropriate
means to identify the External Curriculum. After exhaustive examiria-
tion of available data, it was noted that the sources rarely revealed
any recognition of the concept being pursued even though they clearly
anticipated its existence. Therefore, the instrument selected in
approaching this elusive topic must be one which takes advantage of
first person experience.
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The basic daba for this vork were generated frcxa a series of
firsthand accounts that have been compiXed froni face to face inter-
action between the investigator arid individuals with whom he has
chosen to e^qilore this problem. For many years the personal interview
has been used in the social sciences as a technique to gain subjective
data. H3nnan (1952) states that it is only through personal documents,
such as the interview, that the past and future, as a dimension of
rcan*s thought, can be revealed.
Goode and Hatt (1952) have -vud-tten that interviewing has become
more important in contcanporary research, because of the reassessment
of the qualitative interview t>u:ough the use of an interview guide.
In addition, the development of content analysis arid coding permits
some standardization of answers that are not of the "yes - no" type.
This writer supports the contention presented by Madge (1953)
that the best way to find out something about a person is to ask him.
Sellitz (1967) further substantiates this approach in obtaining infor-
mation about a person’s perceptions, feelings, beliefs, motivations,
future plans, past behaviors, and private behaviors. The interview
also seems to be a valid technique for revealing information about
complex subjects that may underlie an expressed opinion.
The mode selected for presentation of the interview data ixas
the case study.
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Collecting Data
The interview guides used in this st>idy were developed by the
investigator. They grew out of the need for scaae foundation upon
which to launch exploratory discussions of the topic with the resporv-
dents. This guide has, hopefully, provided some measure of standardi-
zation of the direction and content of the separate interviews and
interviewing sessions.
Subjects were briefed on the purpose of the inquiries prior to
the foiroal intorvievjs. This was considered necessary because of the
uniqueness of the concept being scrutinized. It was helpful also in
overcoming some of the resentment expressed by persons living within
the urban communities included, toi-rard researchers and scholars who are
continually studying the residents for purposes not necessarily related
to or supportive of their oim agendas and needs.
It was an advanta.go that the experience of the researcher, in
those instances closely paralleled that of the community member inter-
viewees on the one hand, and was in many ways, professionally aligned
with that of the administrators included on the other. In many cases
this writer played an integral role in working and watching the pro-
cess of school/cammun3.ty exchange unfold during the past decade or
two. The rapport developed from this experience enabled the writer to
make the most of relationships established before the interviews, in
order to maintain free expression of views on the topic.
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one.
The recoirded interviews were transcribed verbatim prior to analy-
sis.
Selection of Subjects
In establishing a greater degree of understanding prior to com-
pleting the interview guides and setting specific directions for this
study, an informal pilot study was ccrapleted during the fall of 1971.
This was accomplished through the Mid Career Program in City School
Administration at Yale University. The researcher was enabled to make
prej.inlr:ary inquiries in exploring this subject at another University
and among administrators from several cities similar to Philadelphia,
such as Chicago, Boston, New Haven, Hartford, V/ashington, Gary, and
New York.
Administrator subjects were selected for interview in order to
supplement the author^ interview findings vath lay participants with
a rational perspective. This is consistent with accepted procedure.
For as Fox (1969) suggests, the choice was made to develop a ’’fundamen-
tal research” strategy which is motivated by interest in the general
problem. Thus although this study is aimed at specific settings, there
seems to be a broad universe of interest in similar phenomena nation-
wide.
For this reason a portion of the invited sampled interviewed were
school administrators from more than a dozen large cities throughout
the nation. These administrators cover a spectrum of experiences
extending from the classroom, city school districts, otlier field
positions, and top central office, state, or national administrative
roles
,
It is felt that this wide cross section of prefessional educators
provided this study xd.th the kind of legitimacy necessary when dealing
T-Tith this new topic. In addition to eliciting the facts from lay par-
ticipants about the External Curriculum, an additional perspective is
required. This is provided through the perspective of the profession-
al observer and internal participant's view.
Since the urban clientele seemed to be so widespread, as judged
after the preliminary assessment in various parts of the nation, the
researcher concluded that it would be most useful to focus on a lay
sample to which he had the highest degree of access and shared experi-
ence. This selection was important because of the need to have a
member of the school administration, i. e. the investigator, demons-
trate the critical nature of the participation process by initiating
this search to legitimate certain activities to which so many local
people had dedicated their resources and lives.
The number of lay participants selected is small. Sixty percent
of them have advanced to leadership roles in their c<xnmunitios. It may
be possible that the exceptional participant rather than the typical
or average participant is represented in this sampling. For purposes
of exploration and identification the writer has not pursued a
broader
sampling. The isolaUon of the E. C. concept, at this time, seems more
critical than an extensive and indepth inquiry based on a
random sampling
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Subjects were selected because they had been involved in the pro-
cess of working with schools to make thou more responsive to themselves
or to others in their neighborhoods for a period of three years or more.
The three year minimum was stipulated because it was the shortest
duration of time during which any public school level dealt with the
same group of students, in Philadelphia. It is believed that any
parent or citizen who is consistently involved with schools for this
length of time has dauonstratod a certain degree of sincerity or
seriousness in his or her agenda. Whether the agenda is personal or
unselfish is of little consequence in this report.
Making certain that those selected represented a cross age samp-
ling TOs another of the criteria. Those selected for study had a
chronological age range from twenty-one years old to the middle six-
ties.
In order to focus more directly on the possibility that the
External Curriculum was responsible for much of the additional growth
that may have taken place during the involvement of lay clientele, it
was dotennined that only persons who had a high school education or less
when they became involved would be considered for the sampling.
In exploring for the possible existence of the External Curriculum
the major emphasis was on the city of Philadelphia. Representatives
of various poi*tions of the ’•inner-city" areas were selected. Among
those interviewed the four key sections of the city were representedi
West Philadelphia, South Philadelphia, North Philadelphia, and Geiroaiv-
town. These are also the sections of the city where the candidate has
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bad most of his professional and cocinunity experience.
Because the lay sampling is socievrhat representative of the black
population of the city, it became necessary to determine whether the
individuals were always residents of the city, or if they migrated
from another part of the nation. Half of the sampling were originally
from the city; the other half migrated fi*om southern states such as
Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. Interaction with schools
was totally encountered in the city.
Interview Process
Once tho subjects were identified by the process described above,
they were contacted, in person, to establish their w3.Uingness to par-
ticipate, Times and places for the interviews were arranged.
The time was selected based on the schedules and availability of
those cooperating. It was considered best to select a place familiar
to and comfortable for those lay persons who were included. Some of
tho locations selected were their homes, community centers, or local
eating places. Restrictions imposed by time and responsibilities were
considerably fewer in these settings than would have been the case in a
local school, the interviewer* s office, or some more institutional- or
establishment- type arrangement.
The interviews were held, as often as possible, in one or two
sessions. The length of tb.e sessions ranged from one to three hours.
The interviewing of subjects began during the fall of 1971 1 s,nd
contAmod until the spring of 1973 • Because the researcher, during the
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school year of 1971-72, did an extensive amount of traveling and
course woric on two university campuses some miles apart, preliminary
discussions of the problesas with subjects, making arrangements, and
subsequent interviews sometimes had to be scheduled months apart.
Even with these lapses in time, the interest of the subjects was
extremely high in the topic and in the possible ramifications that the
project might have for their activities in the future.
The use of magnetic tape, and verbatim transcriptions of these
tapes was the most efficient way to store data and review each inter-
viewing session.
Treatment of tho Data
The data generated from the interviews to demonstrate the exist-
ence of the External Curriculum were subjected to an intermediate
process called content analysis. It was the aim in this treatment to
categorize verbal or behavioral responses for purposes of classifica-
tion, summarization, and tabulation.
Fox (1969) considers this intriguing process, content analyses,
probably the most intellectually demanding of all techniques of data
analysis, and one of the few areas in the later stages of research in
which the individual researcher plays a strong and creative role.
In processing the data collected, this researcher has created
grovrth categories and has presented interview responses in tabular
form.
It is hoped that this investigation and isolation of the manifest
latent levels of responses by public school clients and, the more
**professional*' assessments by top administrators can shed adequate
enlightenment on the nature of the Ebctemal Curriculum.
Much of the data frean lay persons were revealed by tracing the
course of school-involved activities which inadvertently led to the
emergence of Ebcternal Curriculum in wliich the writer and other school
administrators, played cooperative or advisory roles.
Although the involvement of the constituent population in the
External Curriculum, constituent population may well have effected
changes witM.n the schools in which participants worked, the attention
of this study remained primarily on the growth or learning process
related to tlie lay participants rather than on the formal student pop-
ulation.
Summary
The preceding investigative approach was expected to isolate, to
some extent, evidence that the External Curriculum is a reality. Ey
combining a largely qualitative procedure with some quantitative re-
sults it was hoped that the character of the E. C. might be more appro-
priately isolated for further investigation.
Chapter IV reports the attempt to carry out the procedures dis-
cribed in the above pages. The marriage of verbatim dialogue, learning
categories and tabulation of the frequency of responses was expected
to
give the reader a closer look at the nature of the problem being
searched,
CHAPTER IV
SmiMARI AND AIJALTSIS OF FINDINGS
Purpose of Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and analyze the back-
ground of the subjects I characteristics of the Exterral Curriculum
•which are most praainent according to the research results} including
entry procedures into the E. C. used by lay participants; and the find-
ings in relation to groirth from the participation in the External
Curriculum.
Data relating "10 -tliese categories wore sought in order to achieve
the basic purposes of the research} to iden'tify or verfy the existence
of the External Curricxilum, and to deteimine to seme extent, the na^turo
of the cognition resulting from it.
Findings
It was expected that the first step in the development of the
profiles would show the reader, generally, "the characteristics of those
aware of the nature of this important educational dynamic.
Birthplace of the Lay Participants . In most reported si^tuations
the birthplace of those who get involved with the schools is seldom
considered or reported. It is of distinct interest to this researcher
^5
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to noto that of those ton inner city dwellers intervievzed 50 percent
were boi*n in northern cities, and the other half was bom in rural
southern areas ( see Table I) . Within the black oanniunity in large
cities the fact is that migration has been a major factor in the ideo-
logical mix and in cultural relationships. In the study of gangs, the
characterization of the unemployed, and the identification of those
who apply for welfare, place of birth has been of general concern.
Those bom in southern enviroments expressed initial trust and
assurance about their schools, A specific event or seides of events
attracted them to the schools to become active. In several cases
entry came with quiet unperturbed membership in the parent-teachers
association, or a sudden shock into action after years of being passive
and unconcerned about what was going on behind the walls of the school.
It di.d se<aa that those who are active and wore bom in the north
displayed their dissatisfaction with the role of the school in a more
pronounced way at the point of entry into the process than those who
migrated from the south.
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TABLE I
HERTHPIACS OF lAT PARTICIPAI^TS
Bom G3 N\f MH EL m AH DR CC AW HW
South
North
X X X X X
X X X X X
Sex of Lay Participants , In the samplings only 20 percent or two
out of ten are male. This imbalance somewhat reflects the entry and
participation pattern vrithin public schools. PTAs and daily activities
Tiithin schools are more often the provinces of faaales rather than of
males. Some of the reasons may be obvious, such as men are more in-
volved in working, and are associated with other kinds of activities.
The women usually have more time to be home, and are more closely
attached to the children and their concerns. This, naturally, includes
the schools.
The activity tliat attracts larger male participation is usually
connected to violent gangs or sports. The men considered in this study
began to get interested because of those concerns.
Entries into the External Curriculum and Interview Summaries . The
reasons for beginning pai'ticipation or involvement with the public
schools are varied. Countless numbers of parents and other
adults seem
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involvQ "thoTiselves in schools in only casual ways. They usually
attend school affairs to which they have been invited for entertainment,
fund raising, or student progress reports.
Those persons who get involved beyond the casual level become
©ligible for the label. External Curric\ilum participants. Among the
lay subjects interviewed for this study, pajrticipation started through
cooperative and supportive activities on the part of some, and trauma-
tic or confrontative activities on the part of others.
In the pages to immediately follow, verbatim accounts of the entry
process are provided for each of the subjects, to be succeeded by a
review of the activities described by each person in recounting his
involvement >dth the External Curriculum. In this study the use of
names does not seem necessary for lay participants; initials will be
used instead.
Miss C.C. Miss C.C. was the youngest subject interviewed. Her
involveinent in schools, beyond the classroom, started before she gradu-
ated from high school.
I became seriously involved in school issues
when I x-fas a student when I was really ’pissed , off *
,
frustrated by the x;ay things were going on and^
services x-reren’t happening and just the xzay things
weren’t happening that weren’t cool for students
and how badly students were treated and not being
able to make decisions and just how bad education
was going on in my particular high school. My
activity vras not invited by the school authorities;
it just happened. They treated mo like a kid,
’You’re right, but so xihat! ’ Some of the activities
weren’t looked too highly upon because it supposedly
threatened somebody’s authority, supposedly x^rasn’t
feasible, practical; you knoxx, those types of things.
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School employees were pretty helpful, parti-
cularly school eciployees were, like maybe a
favorable teacher, what have you. One black teacher
who was cool that you can talk to and get advice
from. But they could only go as far as not too
badly jeopardizing their job.
I think I was involved as an indlvid\ial,
more or less. . .
.
Hiss C.C. did not continue on her lonely path. She realized the
necessity to join •vri.th others in groups or organizations in order to bo
taken seriously by school authorities. Her activities involved students
id-tiiin the school and activists* organizations fraa the outside.
Student participation in their own education was her thme in most
of her involvement. Characterizing the underlying approach were the
black-white issues of the day.
Although this young lady did not feel that much was accmaplished
by her participation, she did have considerable impact on her own
school, and later on issues confronting schools city wide. In assess-
ing her impact. Miss C.C. felt that the things she did accomplish wore
short range and short-lived remedies. This resulted in her flustration
and a feeling that more could be done if, as she put it, *'all hell
broke loose.”
In this subject’s e:q)erience the cooperation of administration
was not immediately forthcoming. She sought adml.nistrative support
and often failed to get it. As she learned more of the techniques,
of dealing effectively with the school. Miss C.C. went beyond the
school
and the district to work with other educational leaders and
programs
throughout the city.
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In dirawing conclusions about her difficulties in enteiung and
pursuing the Exterrnal Curriculum, Miss C.C. expressed the feeling
that fear of losing power kept many school people from permitting
students and others freedom in operating for school changes.
In concluding these ccmiments, Miss C.C. conceded that she was
relatively successful in making some good things happen because of her
participation. Most of her comments were indicative of her own gro^rth
in organization, group dynamics, black studies and understanding the
system.
Mrs. A.H. Mrs. A.H. became active when her daughter entered
Kindergar-ten. Her first lessons wore with her Kindergarten teacher.
^Now I just don^t hope that you don’t teach
your child, Mrs. A.H. ’ Now how can this operate,
she tells me, *I am a professional’. I know this
and right away when she said this something happened,
and I said, '"Miss, you don’t understand and I am a
professional mother cause if I don’t have children
you won’t be a professional lady.
’
It started me on this kind of path. The next
thing was the annex. I went along for a long time,
I have pretty nice kids. They don’t give anyone
any trouble. They always get A’s. They get along
pretty good because they’re not the worse. Now my
daughter was in seventh grade by now and I remember
when we had a 'big thing about them (school officials)
building these portables. But they told us it was
’temporary’. Mrs. S. and I went around the neigh-
borhood and tried to tell people they’re giving us
a makeshift situation that will be with us black
folks ’temporary’, which means forever, but nobody
believed us because, ’That lady talks all the time’.
Several times I have gone back home and I’ve
said, ’I an going to stay here and I am not going
out there again cause you know these kind of expeiv
iences just upset me, upset my children and my
husband. So we don’t need it. So when she wrote
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she finally went to seventh grade they finally got
the portables built and she goes into the portables.
In the spring it was great. V/intertime ccanes and I
didn’t think about it. One day I met somebody and
she said, ’
. . . in addition those kids are walking
tiirough the cold with no coats on. » So I said, *0h,
they are having a fire drill,’ and she said, ’No,
they go to the portables.’ So I say, ’Yes, the
buildings behind the school.’ ’Don’t they walk
through the school building?’ She say, ’No, they
have to come outside’ so I go running over there
like in the next ten minutes and sure enough they
are walking around out there in the cold. So I go
to the principal’s office, and I say Mr. So and So,
I am Mrs. H. I have a daughter here in the seventh
grade. I can’t speak for everybody but the H’s, but
I said, ’do you see that young lady, now she had better
have a coat on when any of us pass through this door, ’
because a teacher had told they could get their coats,
they had to go and if they were late to class and a
whole lot of other things. VJhen I came home I asked
and she said 3''es, she could get her coat but it would
make her late and I told the principal I don’t know
about anybody else, but my daughter had better have
her coat on and nobody said too much about it for quite
awhile til one day I heard that they vrero having a
protest about kids coming out of school vdth no coats
on and they got this little joirAng situation. That
was the end of that as far as I was concerned.
Mrs. A.H. continued her activities in the school being a veiy
aggi*essiV3 mother; in general, very cooperative and supportive of the
school program. In critical situations she would join with other
mothers and community people to organize to bring about change. Mrs.
A.H. spent many years volunteering for many good and bad experiences.
All together, her activities with the school span at least fifteen
years. During the late 60’s, as more funding became available because
of her activities in the elementary school in the neighborhood and the
junior high schools, Mrs. A.H. was selected as a School. COTnnunity Cooiv
dinator. In this role she was paid by Federal funding and she would
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continue the task she had done as a volunteer for years. Her
approach to school officials and school problems has been aggressive
in that, in general, it has been positive and non-evasive. Mrs. A.H,
intends to continue working with the schools until her last child has
graduated. She considers that her most important area of growth in her
years of experience with schools has been in organizing, that is,
encouragir^ other parents to cc«ie together around issues and force
solutions. For the most part, Mrs. A.H, has maintained her activity
with the schools and has spent very little with other civic or politi-
cal endeavors,
Mrs, G.S, Mrs, G.S, is tlie mother of twelve children. During
the school attendance of all of her children, she has been active with
schools.
Speaking of how far you go back irhen my oldest
son was five years old, I took him to school because
I just felt kind of carrying those children to school.
He was in first grade in a school tiiat was an annex in
the A.P, School. I would meet people when I came to
the school for tlie interview of first grade parents.
They had only 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade in the particular
annex and I came to deal with those partictilar teachers.
The teachers began to tell me *Iou don’t do vjith your
children if they are in public schools, because now
don’t teach them anything at hone that has a tendency
to confuse then, you kno^r, if you are teaching him one
thing and I am teaching him another, ’ So I looked at
the woman veiy straight in the eyes and I said I am
going to always teach ray child. I am going to teach
him his father’s name and his mother's name, telephone
number and his address. You talking about not teaching
my child at home and if you are teaching him vertical
mathematics and I am teaching him horizontal, and I
wouldn’t do that to confuse my own child, but I am
going always to teach my child basic things because
there is a lule that an A vjill always be an A and
never a Z and 2 and 2 will be 4 and the teacher looked
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at me ar.d said, ’I am not talkin" to anyone like
you and I said you are right because you have never
met me. It’s the first time I had ever liad a child
in school. I became involved in about 1944. I
went to school mth my children from then on.
From 1944
,
Mrs, G.S, spent the majority of her working time deeply
involved in school affairs. One of the most important struggles she
had was in tryxng to identify the best schools to see that her twelve
children were peitiitted to attend them. DurD.ng the years of struggle
for integration, Mrs. G.S. had her children in schools all over Phila-
delphia, All of the frustration, the extra carfare and the involvement
in PTA’s continued so that she could provide her children xm.th the best
education. Each relationship with schools grew in ccanplexity from the
encounter over teaching her children to issues of galoshes, wearing
galoshes all day, and riD.nor aggravations to very large problons such as
the installation of portables in the local schools. In this confronta-
tion, Mrs. G.S. became a local organizer, expanded hor sld-lls in gett-
ing parents behind school issues that extended beyond their ovrn child-
ren and the teacher-child relationships in the classroom. Mrs, G.S,,
as an educational worker in the neighborhood, spent much time speaking
to the school board, fighting for bond issues in school programs, be-
cctDiing a consultant in educational experiences for professional staff,
tiying to move colleges and universities to their local neighborhood
so triat their education could be community based, and confronting
officials at City Hall to make her input into changing or improving
education. Her membership in E.C. projected her into activist organ-
izations and the impact of her activities has been developed throughout
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the community t Mrs. G.S, senses that she learned most when she
began talking ^Tith other people, spending a great deal of time with
administrators, teachers and parents of cliildren in the schools’,
they knew that she was involved. Through the anxiety and pain of
raising twelve children, Mrs. G.S. seems to have contributed as much
to the schools as her children have received from them. Mrs. G.S.
also has the distinction of being the most experienced community peiv
son that this intervievrer encoxmtered. Her tliirty years of school
involvement have been reflected in the msdom and understanding that
she freely shares with her neighbors and friends,
Mrs. E.L. Mrs. E.L. is the kind of mother who plays the matriar-
chal role in a very loving and cooperative way. She is known in her
neighborhood as a most dependable parent, a strong worker for improve-
ment in the schools. She is the kind of person who supports a school
with coffee and donuts and lots of hard work.
Well, I started volunteering around 1948 or
1949 . We didn’t have any chi.ldren, but I learned
that there was quite a bit of hostility as I volun-
teered some services and even though no one ever
said thank you one time to me, and this seemed a
little bit odd for the highest institution of learn-
ing that we had. Then I had one child and I put her
in a private school, and I was working at the time.
By the time she started school, there was another
school about a half block from the house and I stopp-
ed TTorlcing, and I took her to school but it wasn’t
quite what I liked. Then I moved to Walnut Street.
This school vzas supposed to be better at tliis time.
There was an elenentary school. There was a neir junior
high school, my Lord, what a morning. And it was.
So "it wasn’t the type of morning I expected and by
volunteering in the school, there are so many things
you can do to help this situation, but I found out
sometimes you can do everything but you couldn’t
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really help the situation. And one good experience
that I really didn’t e^g^ect happened when ray second
daughter came along and she went to kindergarten,
and they had lots of fingerpainting and what have
you. I took her to school one day and they were
complaining if they just had some way or something
that they coxild pxit on these little fellows that
could dress themselves to keep the clothes clean
while they were painting. It would be such a relief.
Me, having a lot of skill with coraramiity and being
home, I offered ray services. I invented a kinder-
garten apron. All the child had to do was stick his
hands in and then put it over his head and put his
arras through and they had mo to make enough for one
class. I -was supposed to furnish the material and
sell it tliroughout the system for fifty cents an
apron. So they took those aprons and they heeded
them until some of them disappeared. They then took
the last ten and sent them back. In the meantime an
understanding guy had every Jew in the nation was
exploitirgthe schools and selling just what he wanted
to sell. So this really got next to me and they had
bazaars and what have you. I worked with the home
and school, and I worked with this and I vrorkad with
that and I didn’t have a lot of money but the child-
ren were not bad and wiiat have you and I thought they
were completely looked over, and thAs got next to mo.
I had rendered sme services that netted them quite
a bit of money. The next meeting I went to they sat
up and had sometliing to say about it and I said you
don’t even know who’s helping you. You are so wrapp-
ed up in yourselves. V/ell, I didn’t get along with
the Home and School Association too good there. Then
I began to express myself and I talked so loud that
the people began to talk not at all and I said there
is something vrrong. This was in elmentaiy school.
Mrs. E.L. continuing her in-depth participation in the schools
began to have trouble with her second child, ended up spending more
time than she had e^gsected in the schools. She states that she did not
grow up in Philadelphia, but had taken for granted that the schools
were the best place for her child. She spent a good bit of time there,
but what concerned her most was that children are often promoted
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vdthout having to perfom successfully at each level. Her work con-
tinued vTith the school and becaino increasingly involved in the class-
roora. and issues over aprons and issues of what youngsters were learning
vd.th regard to basic skills. She began to get politically involved in
the schools and made efforts to change principals when the need arose.
E,L. is not the kind of parent to take the leadership of a group but
she developed a stylo and helped groups to function by doing the basic
things necessary for organizations involved with the schools to be
successful. For instance, providing the hostess services, seeing that
letters were addressed and mailed, and developing the kind of services
around which other parents who were more aggressive could be effective.
With all of her efforts, Mrs, E.L, 's children have been relatively
successful in school and gone on to college. Those who know her be-
lieve that because of her activities she has enriched not only her own
life and the life of her children, but also the life of many other
families that she served so faithfully,
Mrs, A,W, Mrs, A,V7, lives in South Philadelphia, At the present
time she has developed a Self Help Center for neighborhood children.
On the basis of her experience in schools over the years, and w.th
school personnel, Mrs. A.W. has begun her own crusade for a viable
alternative to pub?lc schools for a small number of school age yoking
people in her neighborhood.
I really became interested in the education
system because the civic organization I belonged
to at the time wanted to qiiiet me because they felt
that I was too politically oriented or lainded for
this organization at that time, and this was back n
the early 60 *s,
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,
Black people x-rere not sophisticated or did
not tliinlc in a sophisticated way about the ordinary
layman asking questions or talking about education.
The chairman of this organization appointed me
chairman of this little education commit tee. Not
one of the members that belonged to this organization
VTOuld become one of the people in this little educa-
tion committee with me. So, I went out and I recruit-
ed folks from the black community to work •vrith mo on
my little education committee. . .
.
Tho.s entry into the External Curriculum led to almost total immer-
sion into school-community affairs. Beginning xTith the frustrating
experience of having to take over a local organization committee, Mrs.
A.W. continued her aggressive stance in her activities with the schools.
The process of ’’politicizing” became her agenda,
Mrs, A.VJ. ’s description of her experience was heavily ladened
with an account of her own groxrth in beginning to understand her capa-
bility as a decision-maker. Her greatest revelation during her
involvement in the E. C. was her self-actualization in the interaction
process with students, professionals, and other parents.
In activities including local and city vjide staff development,
confiontative demonstrations, xnrLting proposals, breaking up meetings
xdth hard attacks of "Truth,” cooperative curriculum x^riting, and
establishing private educational bases, Mrs. A.W, spent years of par-
ticipation in and beyond public education.
I must be committed to my goal, and as I pass
in time, I create, think, and strategies become
clear to me, I must let myself sometimes be involved
in iniruman agendas until I xrork out a strategy to
combat that inhximan agenda. You see, they have ny
children, my future, and we’re both captives,...
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With tills sonse of destiny Mrs. A.W. toils vrithin the External
Curriculum and, in her view, she grows.
.S»W. Well over sixteen years ago Mrs. E.W. of New Haven
made her entry into the Ebcternal Curriculum. The reason she gives, in
a casua.l way, is "Cause nosy."
She spoaks of her daughter, Jeanettei
Well, she had a slight piyDblem. She was
just a little slow. You know, some public schools,
around here any^ray, didn't have time to deal with
her. So, I had to constantly be seen and heard so
that she could got the help she needed. So, that
started me. . .
.
V/hilo making a constant effort to assure her daughter an attentive
and effective educational experience, Mrs. E.W. became deeply involved
in the di^iamics of the school. Her entry was one of cooperation and
support.
Although she never became president of the Parent Teachers associa-
tion, she made every effort to support the organization. She accepted
and performed well in supportive P.T.A. roles.
After years of this type of activity, Mrs. E.W. encountered a
counselor who was not adequately guiding her daughter. She fought
against a decision that excluded college from her daughter’s future,
won the point, and her daughter entered and becaiae a successful college
student.
In addition, Mrs. E.W. became upset with other parents about
students coming to school without breakfast. She joined with parent
leadership and the Principal to create a breakfast and a tutoring pro-
gram. It was very successful.
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As this interviewee became more involved in activities of the
schools, she also became a member of three or four P.T.A.’s. Much of
what she leamed, she credits to other parents who were active before.
These efforts led to creating a new school and new activities in
a community- school approach to education and strong school-community
alliances.
In each episode, Mrs. E.W. describes both bitter and sweet lessons
she feels she learned with school officials, the media, or other par-
ents.
One of the positive results for this mother was the acquisition
of a job with the schools. Her repertoire of sldlls and institutional
know-how led to a crusade beyond the school yard into a neighboring
pub3ic housing development, and then to doep involvement in the election
of a New Haven Mayor.
Not only did her experience positively effect her civic and polit-
ical interests but also her family and friends benofitted from her
additional knowledge and skills in veiy personal and productive ways.
Maybe it*s not so much because I recognized
that they didn’t have the ansv/ers, but I think at
that point I wasn’t even concerned about that. I
think if I had had an extremely bright child, and
all I had to do was go and thank the teacher for
letting him sit there, I probably would have been
basliful about talking 'co all those degree persons.
But, when I had to get angry about ray daughter, I
just brought everybody to my level.
Mrs. N.¥. Mrs. N.W. has led an extremely colorful life since
she’s been involved ^dth the schools. Her gro^rth and recognition have
been phenctnenal and her contributions to the school and to the
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cociminity beyond the school have been exceptional. Her experiences
mov€>d as her children grevr, from elementary school through junior high
school into liigh school, and to the establishment of a university-re-
lated free school vdth the University of Pennsylvania and West Phila-
delphia High School. This remarkable epic has been brought to the
attention of thousands of people throughout Philadelphia and makes
Mrs. K.W. one of the most outstanding scholars in External Curriculum
to date*
I walked into the schools a long time age.
Sme years ago I didn’t think things were alright
as I had a young man who was in the schools, my
nephew, really my son, but my nephew because he is
my sister’s son. Mine, because I raised him along
with my mother and there was a very good friend of
Gladys’ ld.ds. The only difference was they were in
one school and my kids were in another school. And
this young man was placed in an OB class. So my
whole problem was that he was in the fourth grade,
back in 195^ » I think 1955 and I wanted to know why
he was in this class? He was removed frcsn a fourth
grade class and placed in an OB setting when no one
had asked the family, and especially my mother because
she was the guardian. I began to think about that
and to talk to people in the community about such
things as that. I saw some good things happening in
the schools at this particular time. The school I am
talking about -vras all right except for a handful.
Dr. H. was there at that time. He was the Principal.
Then he left and was replaced by Dr. K. Miss H. would
always give you this story ’We’re tryi.ng, ’ but I saw
that they were doing a thoroughly decent job. The
school was predominately white, only w, x, y, z, kids
were black, and that means you could count them on
your hands and I had three IcLds in there and this boy
just happened to be one of than. The other three seem-
ed to be moving along very well, as far as the basic
skills were concerned. This one was having problems
and no one sealed to bo tald.ng any interest in liim, so
I said now this is passe. I went out into the ccmimun-
ity. My thing has always been that there has to bo
somebody else out there vdth the same problm. So I
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be^an to talk to people in the coimmnity and at that
particular time we were really out numbered in the
schools and nobody was listening. Parents felt that
the kids were bad and the >jhole attitude that had
been taken toiTards then was because of the way they
wore. ’These black folks have moved into the comnruiv-
ity and there’s just scmetliing wrong hero.’ ’They
brought vdth them kids that wo cannot handle. ’
’They are undisciplined.’ So that year I said OK,
there’s nothing I can do, but I became very disturbed
because I s3m this kid dying. I saw him being moved
from grade to grade. It was his age. It was a social
promotion. They moved him into Holmes. By this time
it was later than ’5^ as he moved into Holmes. I
followed liim very closely, continued to work ^rith the
people in the community saying there is something
wrong, there’s something wrong, we have to do some-
thing but notliing ever really happened. We lost that
one, we lost tiiat kid, just lost him. He had an awful
lot of problems in his life. I know then after I
watched him that it would not happen to another one.
I made up my mind coming from a school system tliat
was segregated. . . \tq.s actually doing a better job,
that was in North Carolina that was a better job than
I saw these kids getting here. Then, I was determined
that it would not happen to any other kids that I was
involved with.
Mrs. N.W. continued her struggle to assist this young man who had
problems in school. It is tragic to note in 1972 this youngster was
killed or shot to death in the street by another misguided young man.
Mrs. N.V7. believed strongly that the school could do the job. It \ns
o'iilj’’ a matter of getting external people involved and putting the
pressure on schools to perfona what they are established to perfoim.
p'rom this step she joined the neighbors groups and made every effort
she could in civic associations and other kinds of groups to improve
education. After seme activity in this regard, Mrs. N.W. was placed
in another traumatic situation. One of her children was almost ii>-
volved in a bus accident, while being bussed to another shcool.
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That accident helped to create the energy to mobilize many parents to
confront schools about the safety of the buses, about the issue of
bussing children long distances without the necessary safety pr^
cautions. She vms recruited by a man in her neighborhood who recog-
nized her potential and the two of them started an organization known
as the Citizens for Progress. This organization moved forth to
correct the circumstances developed by the autoinobile accident to the
courts. They were successful in the courts. After having resolved
tide problem and having established an organization, these E. C.
participants focused on the elementary school involved as a target for
more intense and broader based activity. That activity mushroomed
beyond tlie school and into the local community through consumer issues,
police community issues, the closing of taproems and the fighting of
illegal activities in the neighborhood. As Mrs. N.W. *s children got
older, she used her sld.Us in cooperation with the administration of
the junior high schools. Upon being asked into the junior high school
to assist in mobilizing the community around some problems, she and her
organization undertook a series of developments tliat are quite x^rell
krom in the city. Over a period of two years that partnership be-
tween the school and the community established the first workable
school-community advisory comraittee, it established the first secondaiy
school sattelite for the enrichraent of basic skills, it designed and
developed the first career* development laboratory and it launched the
first staff development program that took place in the streets, hos-
pitals and "ilie jails, in the bars and barbershops. Mrs. N.W. utilized
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her growing skill in every way possible to improve education and to
bring about change vriLthin the schools. Her notoriety city wide be-
came daily front page nexrs and her coverage on the radio and televi-
sion was unparalleled in the late *60’s. Nevr relationships were
developed in the school system in the lower schools and into the dis-
trict office and the central offices even with members of the Boa.rd
of Education and the Superdntendent of Schools, and actually into City
Hall. Then Mrs. K.V7. moved into the area of politics and at this
time, she is considered a strong political reality in the neighborhood.
Her influence is of such a nature that she can wield the balance of
power in many elections, and she is consulted by politicians, finan-
ciers, community developers, and manj'’ of the leaders of the pov;er
structure in regard to her community.
Mrs, N.W. fought hard against street gang violence, and drug
abuse. Her oiTganization and her personal resources were directed
towards assisting oxconvicts, as well as school drop-outs and bringing
about positive change. Several years ago because of her d3rnamic
aggressiveness, she confronted scane members of the United Hations in
New York and won non-govermental status as a part of one small segment
of the United Nations structure, Mrs. N.W. traces her success and
extensive involvements directly to her participation in elementary
schools, when her ne\rphew's failure was brought to her attention and
her pai*ticipation began. She concluded her comments during the
inteiv
vie^T with a strong statement. ’Uit was the schools that motivated
me
to speak out because I am a firm believer that without
knowledge you
have nothing else.”
vlns» M«H» One of the subjects waSf not so much for leadership,
but for great followership. This was Mrs. M.H, who commented on her
entry into the External Curilculum.
My son T-^as on the bus that had the accident,
but before he was on the school bus he was the only
child I had, I had little domestic problems, one parent
you know, V^henever any papers had to be filled out,
they alviays wanted to know what about this one parent
and it irked me, but then I joined the Hone and School
Association and was a little active in that though
they seemed to worry more about the parents and the
principal was pushing it better than they were the
IcLds, you know. They didn’t have coat hangers, and
yet they wanted to have a big chair and parties for the
principal. So I got up one night and I guess I must
have said too much because my educational backgrotind
was a little different. I was bom in the South but
I went to the schools up here. I ms bom in North
Augusta. I didn’t have this around like my mother to
this day can’t read and she can’t ^rrite, so I dropped
out also. So anyv/ay after that they put me out of the
Home and School Association and they kind of pushed me
out of the school. I lived in North Philadelphia but
my son started school. After that I would pay this
$1,00 a month, but it just didn’t bother me. So then
the school burned dovm and my son was sent to the
school, and he would come home and tell me
tales like ’Mamny they didn’t have brakes today. *
Six years old, you don’t pay attention too much. His
teacher at that time told me, ’You know, Mrs, H,,
somebody should see about those buses. Something is
wrong.’ But I hadn’t been long moved out here, being
one parent with a sick mother, and I really didn’t
know what to do. So the time came when he had this
bus accideno. ihey didn’t notify the parents and I
was working at the Naval Base in the Cafeteria and it
came on the radio about the school bus accident and
the number and right away I got hysterical at the Naval
Base. How am I going to get from there to home. My
mother can’t read or write, even if they called on the
phone, what would she do. So my neighbor Mrs. Holly
who lives right across the street from me so I called
her and she couldn’t got anyone and I think her son
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was on tho bus and she got my mother out to the
hospital on Woodland Avenue so ;7hen I came home
my mother was not there. I just didn^t know V7here.
The next minute a lady said, »I think Mrs, Holly
took your mother to tho hospital.
' My mother is an
asthmatic and it was July l6th, 1963. So when they
did come home, my son is a nosebleeder, I mean he could
be sitting and his nose would just bleed. This par-
ticular day his nose didn’t do nothing
L and N were going around to different people’s doors,
ringing doorbells, and ray mother wo\ild say my God,
what do that woman irant? I would say toll them I
am not home. I am tired, but as you say, when some-
thing happens to yours, you get selfish and it changes
things. So had told me about this meeting. Wo went
to the meeting and then we decided about the fact
finding committee. So then when wo found some facts
out, they didn’t go over too well. The teacher re-
tracted her statement and she told mo about tho bus
arxd all that so we got a la\;yer and found out what
legal action we could take. But for seme reason tho
parents didn’t want to do anything. They were just
happy that the children didn’t g-t hurt, and they
didn’t even bother. On tho particular bus my son
was on there were 47 children and out of the 4? I
was the only parent that sent tho school the money,
I did got some money. So then they sent an insurance
adjustor around to visit these people and they told
them no, tho kids didn’t get hurt so he came to see
me. Did my son got hurt, and at that time he iraLS
going to a pediatrician and I said, I’m going to take
him to a doctor, I don’t know. So he said it’s
obvious that he is not hurt and tho attitude that ho
took, I just didn’t ]i.ke it, and in turn, my son was
outside playing and he lured him airay and ho took him
around onto Delancey Street to question him. And then
it was a kind of a big to do about that because I wont
around there to deal i-Tith him. So then I engaged
my lavjyer. . . . Meanvrhile, the next time N rings my dooi'-
bell I didn’t hide that time and I didn’t say I wasn’t.
home and we went to a meeting at the Board of Education.
Mrs. H. became a part of the local external organization that was
confronting the schools on issues such as safety, curriculum, and school
coBnmnity relationships. Her style was that of support, more for the
organization for change than of the school authority or school programs.
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i.he local leaders who helped her during her traumatic experience after
the bus accident became the center around which she revolved in her
participation ^d.th the schools. Much of which she learned, she
learned directly from the external leaders who, in turn, developed
much of their expertise directly from the school. She cooiEients on the
process by sayings
I in turn learned something. I*ve learned a
lot I would say, from II and L, because somehow they
inspired me these two, like I said I always knew what
I t/anted to do but I didn't know how to do it.
Mrs. M.H. noticed that as she became more active in the organization
that confronted the schools on many issues, her interest also broadened
her social life, her political astuteness and her activities boomed
and through her support for change in education, she made her contri-
bution to her family, to her friends, and to the public schools.
Mr. H.W. Early in the 1960's, Mr. H.W., with a background of
street gang and poverty experiences, was involved in a deadly encounter.
His tife, Jean, was shot by a gang. Luckily she survived, lliis trau-
matic event changed the course of his life.
His determination to make a difference led him to get deeply irH
volved in the problems of his straggling neighborhood in the depths of
West Philadelphia. Out of his efforts grew a self-help organization
a relationship trith the local schools that was beneficial to the
residents and the schools. The olements of the Ebctemal Curriculum
worked to such an extent that he is now one of the outstanding lay
educational leaders of the city. He has gained national recognition.
6?
Hundreds of adults and young people have gro>m through the efforts of
his organizatioHi ine Young Great Society. Mr. W. *s involveoient in
tae External Curriculuia has helped to validate the process and encour-
age educators to open the schools to the neighbors for the improvement
of the school program and the growth of the clients.
To provide a flavor of hot; ho entered the External Curriculum,
Mr. H.VJ, recounted a brief overview of his activities. The names of
schools and individuals have been changed.
In 196^, our knowledge of the Philadelphia
school board and how its mechanisms worked, wore some-
what Greek. But at that particular juncture in our
beginning, meaning our group, we had problems dealing
with neighborhood teenagers who would not attend school.
At that point, they could not force them to go to
school, because everyone of them had some significant
idea that the reason he was not going to school was
the fact that they did not like the lesson plans. I
figured txiat v:as a cheap excuse, but some kids will
use an excuse of that nature.
So I decided to use some sort of gimmick to
convince them to go to school. So one evening tdien
we were standing together on a comer, I suggested
that if I would go to school with them every day
during the year that they attend school. This brought
much laughter from the crowd because it seemed as
though I was joking. Most of the young men could
not even imagine mo sitting in a class with seventh
and eighth graders. So till the next day, they all
had a big joke. So that*s a part of my story.
I contacted Wendell Gregory, who was at that
particular time an intei^roup coordinator. I also
contacted William Rho vrho vxas a principal of an
elementary school and explained the idea, which they
thought sounded feasible, but they couldn’t under-
stand the details. So we jotted down the details
on what part I would play and what part the boys
would play if we could got cooperation from the
teachers. And what happened at that particular
time is tliat we went to see the principal of the
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junior high school, who at that tijme agreed that
it seemed to bo a feasible idea and would allow
for it to happen.
So I attended seven classes a day for one year.
The attendance x-;as 85 to 90 percent. The detentions
that they wore noi’cially getting before, they didn’t
get. They did not get bored with school because we
had homework sessions at night. And that’s the be-
ginning of \xhat my involvement ^ath the Plaladolphia
School Board ixas on a basis of a one-to-one relation-
ship.
Mr. H.W. ’s imagination, determination, and local support led to a
strong worldng partnership between him and many school officials at the
local district and cityrride levels. His forthrightness and hi.s ability
to express the view of his community married -vatli the kind of skills
he could pick up from professionals internally to create a local thrust
that has been heralded nationally in books, news media, and in educa-
tional circles. Much of his success and the success of his organiza-
tion can be traced to the developed capability in analyzing problems,
being able to recount those problems orally and in writing, developing
proposals, and submitting them to the right people for support. The
Y.G.S. worked with the schools and the community it served to bring
about understanding and effectiveness, through educational partnejv
ships. Mr. H.W. and his group were characterized by their staunch
support of school professionals who brought concern and expertise to
the problems of the neighborhoods in which they were involved. In
spite of many negative and confrontative situations in the latter ’60 s,
and early ’70 *s, this alliance continued to serve to the best interest
of both the school and the students. In teminating his remarks about
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his gro^rbh tiuN^ugh the External Curriculun, Mr. H.W. remarked,
We also started to deal with the establishment
of the educational system and we were learning to
take our bumps and knocks along with other community
people in terms of what we co\ild and what we couldn’t
do. At this particular point we found ourselves
becoming a giant in the educational field, but only
because we had the aid and support of the system.
The systeiu itself i;as also starting at that point
to find allies on a neighborhood level and to believe
that a decentralized educational system was work-
able ....
Mr. D.R. One Cinderella story of the External Curriculm can bo
recounted in revievdng the interview with Mr. D.R. who had a gradual
re-entry into the public schools of Philadelphia through activities in
xAich he had been involved before he graduated from high school. This
young man had a collection of miscellaneous jobs after graduation
worldng in hospitals, selling insurance, working in a supemarlcet, etc.
He never actually severed his relationship, but continued his activi-
ties.
I used to go back all the time and visit
because I held track records at G high school
because their doors were alt-rays open, even when
I was selling insurance, I always would stop and
visit and check out the brothers and sisters on the
track team and help seme of the brothers that I knew.
I used to run with one brother to help him because
he had gotten sick. I was altrays interested in track
and baseball. I always played sports. This was
my first introduction at going back to school as a
non-fonnal student.
Mr. D.R. got increasingly involved in black movement activities
and grevr to be somewhat "militant." This involvement began a new oui>
look as ha participated in school affairs around sports. He looked
more critically at what was happening in his alma mauer to students
who
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were dropping out, or who were having difficulty. As he injected him-
self into their problems, he found that his welcome at the school
rapidly wore out. This acceleration of activity with a certain abra-
siveness led to his being barred from the school by the school offi-
cials and often arrested by the police if he were to be seen near the
school premises. Mr. D.R. *s effectiveness jri.th gangs and violent
activity brought him fame in many corners where persons v/ere concerned
about Philadelphia’s exceptionally high number of deaths and injuries
due to gang violence. Although he was accepted vra.mLy on the streets
by gang workers and gang members and played a key role in preventing
many destructive nmibles, his acceptance by the public schools in his
critical role was continually rejected. During a demonstration at
another high school, when there was danger of hundreds of young people
beir^ seriously hurt or killed, some educators invited Mr. D.R. into
the school to assist in quieting the black students and quelling a
riotous situation.
This opened the door to a new chapter of involvement for tliis
ymvng man. He vias successful, but in being so, he alienated many
white teachers, and many m©:»ibers of a very povjerful white coraniunity.
Ho was, therefore, barred from another high school. This pattem con-
tinued until a middle school principal had the courage to invite Mr.
D.R. into his school on a totally open basis. Mr. D.R. had the oppor-
tunity to meet and talk with students, teachers, and parents. As
they understood him more, he understood them more and a ronarkable
metamorphosis began to take place.
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As a key cc*anranit.y rosouixio, Mrt D.R* added an additional diiiien-
sion to the educational expeiienco at this middle school, and at the
saitie time added to his o\m understanding and expertise as a community
leader. His educator benefactor was very politically oriented and
the lessons that Mr. D.R. learned fol!l,owed a political pattern. As
one lesson led to another, Mr. D.R. became extremely active in support>-
ing a candidate for Mayor, and leamed a great deal about the political
process. He won many friends and pursued his agenda for positive
change in schools. This success resulted in his nomination for the
State Legislature. Tho organizational skills, the friends and the
political know-how which he had developed in his years of work with
tho schools and school programs within the establishment, stood him in
good stead in his poDitical challenge. Mr. D.R. vras again successful
and is at present a State Congressman in Pennsylvania. He credits his
success and tho knowledge upon which ho built it to his acceptance
into tho External Curriculum. He gained in sophistication while matri-
culating therein.
Professional Participants . Tho professional educators who wore
interviewed represent a varied background of experiences and school-
coiTimunity involvement in various large cities throughout the United
States. Theso individuals also represent both primary and secondary
sources for data in this exploratory effort.
They have all been personally involved in tho role of school
authorities as internal interactors with the external participants.
They have been observers of the process, and how it has affected their
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lay clientole around the public schools.
Tho foUoxdng descriptions of these educators are not meant to
detail their experiences, or oven give an overview of their activities
within tho External Currioulun. An attempt will be made to provide a
brief glimpse at the background of these administrators to demonstrate
the experience upon which their perceptions of the External Curriculum
may bo founded.
Dr. Oliver Brovm. Dr. Oliver Broim is now anployed by Price
Waterhouse as a Process Planning and Budgeting System executive. Ho
views the Ebctemal Curriculum within the sector of the public schools
from a pidvate industry perspective and public education experience,
xn prevd.ous years Dr. Brotjn lias served as a classroom teacheri an
elementary school principal, a central office administrator, and a
P»P.B.S. consultant.
Much of his experience is founded in school-comnunity interaction
from a budgetary point of vievr. Ho engaged in planning for nei-r schools,
administering urban system efforts at decentralization and helping to
institute the program planning and budgeting system’s approaches in
Philadelphia, Oakland, Detroit, Washington, and other large cities.
Dr. Samuel Broimoll. Of the professional subjects with whom tliis
study was shared, Samuel Brovmell spans the greatest amount of expertise
and experience extending back to the early decades of this century.
As a high school principal in Grossepointe, Michigan! Superinten-
dent in Peru, Nebraska: Superintendent of Schools in Detroit; a college
professor at Yale University! president of a Connecticut Teachers
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college; the D.S. Comraissioner of Education during the Eisenhower
presidency and the director of the Mid-Career Progran for Urban School
Administration, Dr. Brovmell brings much wisdom to his observations of
the External Curriculum process.
Mr_, John Calabro. In planning new schools for coimnunities in
Massachusetts, Joiin Caxabro has had to undertake countless exchanges
vri-th lay citi25ens in a field that at best is technically confusing and
always educationally critical to the lives and budgets of the local
municipality and the state. At present Mr. Calabro serves as a School
Plant Specialist for the Massachusett’s State Deparbuent of Education.
His previous roles have been as a teacher in the Boston schools and
private schools, Senior Supervisor in the State Department, and an
associate professor at Boston State College.
As the author of a number of publications on Planning and ”how to"
•works, Mr. Calab3X)*s approach to the External Cxirriculum is soundly
based in practical involvement and long range outlooks.
Dr. Matthet^ Costanzo. In the face of the stupendous challenge of
big city politics and grooming anti-public school sentiment, Dr. Costamo
insists on the promotion of community participation in the Philadelphia
public schools. As Superintendent, he has emphasized repeatedly that
the External Curriculum is a matually beneficial process, for the
private citizen and the public officis.1.
"They bring something to us and we bring something to then. We
both learn from each o'ther, we both grow out of this, and both come out
of it a little bettor than when 7/0 started...."
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With the post of teacher, curriculm coUaborator, Principal,
District Superintendent, Associate Superintendent of Schools, and the
top role in urban system education. Dr. Costanzo has had the opportun-
ity to view the Exteinal Curriculum in operation at every level.
Foster. The present Superintendent of Schools in
Oakland, California, is still higlily respected for his rapport with the
students and communities he has served in Oakland and in Philadelphia.
Karcus Foster began his career in the Pliiladelphia schools as a teacher
and moved to various roles including supervisor, elementary principal,
disciplinary school principal, high school principal, and associate
superintendent.
He has been well aware of the dynamics of the External Curriculum.
One point that often recurred in his comments during the interview was
that the process of growth does not occur ovenlght and it is a develop-
mental process over a period of time. Gro^rth can be enhanced by prepar-
ation of professionals through tiaining and of lay persons through
specific skill building in order to make the most of school-community
encounters.
Dr. Foster has observed the External Curriculum in Philadelphia and
Oakland. He professes to be a strong believer in the concept.
Mr. Clarence Gittings. VJhile watching the miracle of desegrega-
tion of the Baltimore, Maryland schools during lucent decades, Clarence
Gittings has been impressed by the power of the External Curriculum.
Mr. Gittings is at present an Assistant Superintendent of Schools in
the Baltimore Public School system.
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As teacher, assistant principal, piincipal, supervisor, and area
director, and in his present role, he concludes that the education of
tlirough their interaction itrith the schools has been very sig-
nificant. It is his belief that the extended process of desegregation
did much to encourage black parents to got active in their schools.
Ho can recount numerous stories of parents entering the schools
in fiustration and often institutional ignorance and emerging years
later on the public scene as politicians, businessmen, school board
Kiermbers and civic leaders of various descriptions.
Mr. Gittings makes every effort in his role as an educator to
encourage the grotrth he has seen develop so naturally during school-
coramnity interaction.
Mr. Ha^rthome. V/ithj.n a system largely populated by
Chicsjios -with whites and blacks in a minority, the External Curriculum
is as effective as anyvrhore else, according to Alan Hawthorne. Mr.
Kairthome is the Deputy Superintendent of Educational Programs, in
Tucson, Arizona.
With a ladder of experiences stretching from Massachusetts to
Arizona, this administrator, too, supports and recounts the validity
of the External Curriculum in relation to the public schools.
watched these folks and after a certain period of time, they are re-
inarkably advanced in their ability to analyze situations, come up Td.th
solutions and to articulate their stances.”
Mr. Paul Hoerlein. As an area administrator in the Seattle,
Washington Public Schools, Paul Hoerlein has also witnessed the action
frora the professional-lay interchange.
Teacher, curidculirni consultant, vice principal, exchange teacher
in the United Kingdom, and principal were other roles in which Mr.
Hoerlein was able to watch the effects of the External Curricultoa.
Mr. Hoerlein, in his experiences in Seattle, is most familiar
rith parents in a conservative setting. He remarks,
I th3.nk that our experience rith parents gett-
ing involved witli the school has to do tdth not so
much them coming in to alter the governing structure
of the school, but, rather to participate in a way
which they felt they had something to offer the school.
In his interview, Mr. Hoerlein stressed the universality of the growth
possibilities for lay persons who do get involved rith the schools.
Ho feels that persons from depressed areas without college experience
gain most from the External Curriculum activities.
Mr. Sidney Johnson. Sidney Johnson, for a public school system
administrator, has a unique backgromid of over twenty years in the
military service. His travels have taken ham all over the world.
After retirement f2*om tlie service, Hr. Johnson entered the Syracuse,
York public school systea and rose rapidly from teacher to raan-
poiver ti*aining supervisor to school business administrator to his pre-
sent role of assistant superintendent.
Witli this background, Mr. Johnson has been observing the nature
of the External Curriculum largely from a Federal program perspective.
He is considered to be an expert on Federal progi'sms rith the public
school systems and perceives these programs as having been fertile
around which the Extoinal Curriculum has thrived.
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Mr,
^
Thonas Ilgirby^
. In a southern city such as Norfolk, Virg-.lnia
the Foctemal Curriculum was described by Thomas Neirby as bavins a
totally different character tlian was reported by other interviewees
in this study. Mr. Newby is a black educator and, therefore, his
experiences, imtil recent years, were restricted by law and necessity
to the interaction between black citizens and the public school estab-
lishment.
Frcm his view as a principal, foimer director of para—profossional
activities, and a teacher, the parents and neighborhoods with vdiora ho
has interacted displayed limited access to and relationships the
internal workings of the public schools. It is his view that the
stri.ot segregation policies of past years created barriers and inhibi-
tions that prevented appreciable numbers of education consumers frm
getting productively involved in any substantial tray.
Since the middle sixties -with increased Federal dollars and more
influence locally, Mr. Nearby reported greater participation by external
black lay persons and an upsurge in the impact of the External Curricu-
lum.
Mr. Newby has had the opportunity to share infonnation about and
persorally visit school systems in other parts of the nation. Plis con-
clusion is that northern and western public school systems have been
more susceptible to the groarth of the External Curriculum than his heme
base in Norfolk.
Much of his activity in recont times lias been focusing on the
encouragement of Is.y persons to play more promxnent roD.es in the affairs
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of ‘their schools. The benefi'b freon t-he External Curriculum is one
reason.
Dr. Arthur Sm.'bh. One of "the administrators who vjas interviewed
seemed to be more intimately involved in the External Currj.culun and
more intensely concerned about its perpetuation than any professional
v/ith wiiom this woiic vra.s discussed.
At tlie time of the intervae^T (Spring, 1972) he v;as director of
tire Baldwin-King Schools Project in New Haven, Connecticut. His name
is Arthur Smith. He has been a college instructor, assistant high
school principal in Cleveland, Ohio, and a classrocaa teacher. His viork
has been extensively entwined ^d'fch community gi*oups and young people in
and around the schools in which he has served.
One reminder Dr. Smith gave ‘the interviewer was that as community
people who confront the school establishment become successful in their
bask ‘to bring some change to schools, they sometimes siritch rules and
become staunch supporters of the system to VThich they have gro^m accus-
tomed.
Dr. Smith expressed his strong conviction that school people must
interact with their clientele and promote the dynamics of the External
Curriculum if ‘the schools and the neighbors -they serve are to thrive.
Mr. Isadore VJexler. ’’This bold community program for helping
slum kids elevate themselves holds hope for tenement prisoners through-
out the country”. The foregoing quotation encapsulates one hope
sparked by Isadore Wexler of New Haven, Connecticut. The article
from which it is taken (Readers Digest, Oct., 19^3) is en'titled.
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"Stepping Stones from tho Slums." It tells the story of what took
place twenty-six years ago in New Haveni Connecticut. This bright
young elementary school piancipal, his staff, parents of tho school,
and agency leaders joined one another in successfully changing tho way
education vrais pursued in the V7inchostor corner of tho city. Tho result
ira.s tlio birtli of a community school opened at night and weekends, a
noa-x school, breakfast programs, tutoring, etc. Much of \Avit \ias done
there spilled over into the neighborhood to bring about changes in
publj.c housing practices, impi*ovements in tho operations of the streets
department in that area and a strong influence on a mayoralty election.
A quarter of a century later in reviewing tho long span of years
and experiences it is evident to Mr. Wexler fixsm the view of adminis-
trators and parents who played a key role there that the process of
changing the school itself brought about extensive changes in tho lay
individuals who were a part of those adventures. Many of tlie parents
who participated were educated by the experiences. Personal growth and
new approaches to life*s problems became the result for many.
Mr, Wexler has a vita that is heavy with community experiences
reflecting his yoars of teaching, supervising, and serving as principal
in several schools. He Txas also the New Haven Mayor's Deputy for
Physical Fitness. At this time he is serving as Supervisor of Work-
Study and Career Education Program for the New Haven public schools.
Dr. Mareclial-Neil Young. Promoting a vigorous and free interchange
resulting in tlie creation of the External Curricu2.um caii be painful for
the client and for tho professional. This statement has been
borne out
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in tlio dedicated experience involved in opening up School District #1
by its Superintendont, Dr. Mareclial-Neil Young.
With a background of counseling and principalships, Dr. Young
brought to her administration a I'aro talent for listening to lay poiv
sons and unsolfislily providing opportunities for thoir growth through
realistic involvement at all levels of operation in her district.
Tliis ’vn.l-lingness often resulted in her having to take almost un-
bearable abuse from irate parents and others mitil they grea; in sophis-
tication to the extent that their institutional maturity reflected
more comfortable styles of communication and realistic goal setting.
Dr. Young *s District, because of its openness had an unprecedented
number of people matriculating in the External Curriculum. In the
latter 1960’s the eyes of the city of Pliiladolpliia were focused on the
expanding personalities and talents of secondary students and community
persons as they confi'onted the system in every ^miy imaginable.
Today as Dr. Young reflects on those years exciting stories of
exceptional growth come to her mind. Her perceptions are substantiatcjd
by the perceptions of the most prominent luembers of the External Curri-
culum in her district who liave groam to a point of wisdam which allows
realistic objective assessment of past involvements.
Dr. Young said,
I think we would tiave to rocognizo that the
of tliat climate the 60*s was for greater
comTiunity involvenent. Paiiicularly directed toward
the people who had not been previously recognized as
leaders
,
wiio wore not tiio outstanding leaders
^
of the
community in terms of high3.y cducatod profession^
persons, but those who were natural leaders, as I
speak of them, in the ccxnraunity. I think
the
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undorstandinp; of top administration was that the
schools would be strengthened if the natural
coionunity leaders wore more involved in tho actual
instructional process and tills involved decision
making ns well....
Dr. Young followed this path to help strengthen the schools. Her
recollections of tho clients for whom she opened many doors includes
the many ways in which they learned and grew because of or in spite of
tho problems all involved encountered.
Growth Categories and Sub-Category Determiners
In anticipating tho kinds of responses to be recorded during the
interview, fifteen categories of growth seemod prominent to tho re-
searcher. Aftor completing ono half of tho interviews, it became
obvious that those fifteen categories could be condensed into a much
more compact set. The set includes five general areas in which growth
was indicated by those who were interviewed for their personal or
observod perceptions of learning. Those five categories are recorded
below and are subdivided to enable more specificity in analysis of the
data.
The analytic approach used is called semantic content analysis
accoixiing to David J. Fox (1969). Tho five major headings and the
subcatagories that define them were felt to provide adequate descrip-
tive guidelines. The Intorviev/or did not search for any sense of
evaluation on how well any category was learned by an External Curricu-
lum participant, or what value a professional or lay observer placed
on tho type of grovrth noted.
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Sine© this woric is not coi'mitbed to a quantitative analysis, it
is not felt necessary to quantify the frequency •vrith which determiners
(the subcategories) were tallied though tabulations were made for the
major categories. It is only required that the person interviexrod per-
ceived. growth in a general sense.
The growth categories and the subcategory determiners compiled as
the basic cognitive gain arising from the External Curriculum arei
I. Communication Skills
A. Public Speaking
B. Verbal Expression
C. Pedagogically Functional Vocabulary
D. Writing Skills—letters, proposals, etc.
E. Non-verbal expression
F. Listening Skills and Utilization of Information
G. Reading Skills
II. Econcifdc Sld.lls
A. Monetary Values
D. Interpretation and Planning of Budgets
C . Funding
D. Taxes and Bond Issues Structure
E. Eiaployment
III. Political Awareness
A. Secret Information/Gate Keepers
B. Diplomacy
C. Problem Analyses
D. Knowledge and Use of Media
E. Crises Resolution
F. Negotiation
G. Strategies
H. Gathering and Interpreta,tion of Data
I. Organization/Rocraitment
J. Use of Human Rej;oui*ces ^ r. ^
K. Re-evaluation and Manipulation of the Power Cj.
Politics
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IV. Personal and Social Skills
A. Sense of Ccamnunity
B. C'nlia Rearing Sicllls
C. Study Sldlls
D. Understanding of Human Nature
E. Personal Style Refinement
F. Value Reassessment
V • Institutional!. Understanding
A. Administrative and Bureaucratic Patterns
B. Relationship of Schools to Other Institutions
C. Laws and Procedures at Local State and Federal Levels
D. Issues, Needs, and Goals
E» Classroom/School Organization
In order to establish an informal classification reliability,
several readers with professional experience and education were en-
listed to read the vorbatiiii dialogue, listen to the tapes and complete
the cross-tally (the frequency) for each category. This procedure was
employed subsequent to the analysis stops taken by the researcher.
The process helped to deteK:dne that the determiners were ade-
quately refined to identify statements related to the general categor-
ies. In reviewing the results of this approach it was demonstrated
that a comparable number of tallies were documented by the other read-
ers. This process provided the writer with the necessary assurance
that the procedure was relatively valid.
It is also noted that no comments on a category or few comments in
certain categories is not as significant as the fact that the groT^th,
in a general sense, took place.
In this section each of the five categories vrill be delineated
with verbatljn examples from interviews in order to provide a basis for
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understanding .how the data were analyzed* After each explanation the
tallies for lay and professional subjects will be listed in a growth
category matrix.
Corrumications SIcills « This is the category that seemed to be
most obvious to both observers and participants. In coming into con-
tact witli school officials and attempting to convince others of one’s
agenda or in sharing needed infomation, tho determiners of public
speaking, verbal expression, functional vocabulary, written skills,
nonverbai expression, listening skills, and reading skills wore fre-
quently utilized.
Miss C.L. very succinctly spoke to the comirranications category in
saying, ’T! did learn hoxj to tallc to people....”
After entry into the internal dynamics of schools, neighborhood
people are often forced into new learning situations such as Mrs. E.W.
He didn’t know what to do xdth me, so tho
first couple of days, I stacked books, I ran
a.round chasing tho guidance counsolor, waiting for
something to do. So finally, ono day I got very dis-
gusted, so I said, ‘Jack, I could stay homo at this
rate, cause I can’t sit here and not do anything.
’
So he says, ’>/rite your job description. ’ So I
wrote it, and I did it.
Ono aggressive champion for change in schools remarked with
emotion.
I "watched the Ku Klux Klan "VTith hoods rid©
through the comrcunity, take my father and charge
him with a crime. All of this was building up in
me.... It Txas the schools that motivated me to
really speak out....
Another mother froa New Haven recountedi
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And one day they realize the inner city prob-
leiiis, as they call theni» they* re not reaching at
all, and when it shows up, like reading scores are
low or attendance is lovr, and then they want to
know, Wliat’s wrong with this inneivcity child?
They don’t know how to deal vdth him.... This Kooky
principal School and others
claimed that the kids wore so bad and situations in
the neighborhood were so bad for about three years.
Every year they changed the principal. Every single
year we had a nexi principal, so we decided, the PTA
group, that we weren’t going to have this any longer
.... So we went do;m to the Board of Education and
saw the superintendent, and we had our little state-
ment of piarpose tdth us
. • .
.
Questiom ”What gave you the thought of having
a statement wiritten out? Did it make any difference?”
Answer! Yes, because you see we had tried in the
past. In the first place you don’t got to see tho
superintendent of schools. He’s got more assistants
tlian you can count, aiiid then there comes the business
of appointinents . And, if you go doim angrily, you’re
not seen anj'vmy, so nothing ever gets done. Arui,
then there’s a way that everybody has, that if you say
scanething to a person that they don’t want to hear,
when you hear it the next time, it’s not like you said
it. So, I decided that v;e don’t go dovm there and all
off the walls with a lot of rhetoric and nonsense.
We say what we're going to say on paper; either he
agrees to it or he doesn’t. ^ wo wrote it .
An echo of this approach can bo distilled from tho administrator
from Seattle, Washington. Although tho two have never met, tho under-
standing is consistent, even if the words are different.
In doing their own hcaneirork, tdiich has to be
done, because I think they discover that they can bo
slaughtered by approaching an institution person, let’s
say with a halC-ass preparation, and vory often, even
if it’s a financial issue or a curriculum issue or
personal issue, they come across with a lot ol knowledge
because they often read, they find other sources and
they research in some cases. They’ll get
with people who know. So that when they confront the
isystem, either cooperatively or otliorwise, they can be
better prepared. . •
.
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So I vrcrold say that the first thing that
^ppens ^th people is this verbal caanrunication, the
organize and the ability to begin to inT
actually to developing a greater skill in leading,
a greater sld.ll in writing.,,, ^
The director of the Baldwin-King Project in New Haven makes the
same points
t
Now the style of the people who are asking for
P -yground facilities is not to do iTriting, but to
go and talk and demand, Bat, as they begin to see
the rules of the game they learn that they’re also
gclr^* to have to write. Then they learn to write a
proposal to acconmcdate the request of the confronted
group..,,
P3.aced in the position of having to comtomicate for a cause dedi-
cated parents of the External Curriculum often meet the challenge. An
issue over a new school building brought such a comnunication challenge
to Mrs. G.S, one day.
Then they called for Jr. High School.
The architect walked over and said, ’Is there anybody
here from
___
High School?’ When he said that,
so then all of us stood up, about fifty of us. So
the Ei3.n said one coiae up here, and be the spokesman
because all fifty people can’t come to the rail. So
everybody looked at me and said, ’Miss, you go up
there.’ So I go up there and said, ’Vfe’re here to
I didn’t use the word protest, tloat wasn’t popular
then we’re here to oppose.,..* They called the
board for a legal counsel to come out, so they had
him standing on one side, and I’m standing on the
other side, you Icnow debating the la^^er. ...
In reviewing the interviews it is clear that sld-lls in speaking,
exoressing and communicating ideas were often honed to a fine point by
many of the participants. This, of course, may be the case because
speaicing and communicating are so fundamental in this kind of
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involvement.
It was stated that language patterns were learned so that the
greatest benefits in specific situations could be realized. Express-
ions of anger, indignation, profanity, intellectualism, folksiness, or
soul were utilized as needs arose. As one learned the right time to
push the right comniunicaUon button, that button was pushed to elicit
a desired response.
The learning and use of the vocabulary of the educator conplemonted
this pi^paration. Not only did citizens digest the pedagese but they
often mastered the confoundijig acronyms such as P.P.B.S., A.D.A,,
N.D.E.A., E.S.E.A., O.E.O., S.E.A., C.O.P., A.D.M., and L.E.A.
Response Frequency For Communication
Sld-Us By Lay Participants
For communications slcills, as discussed by lay participants, Mr.
D.R. responded with the largest mmiber, fourteen. Mrs, A.W. responded
with eight, Mrs. E.W, responded xri.th five. Miss C.C. responded with four,
as did Mrs. H,W. and Mrs. N.W. Mrs. G.S, responded three times in the
communications skills category, and there were two responses each from
Mrs. M.H. and Mrs. E.L. Mrs. A.H. responded only one time in the
ccanmnnications skills category. The lay subject frequencies for commun-
ication skills are listed in Table H below.
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TABLE II
RESPONSE FRBQUEIJCY FOR COMMUNICATION
SKILLS BY LAY PARTICIPANTS
Lay Participants
Communication
Skills
Miss C.C. 4
Mrs. A.H. 1
Mrs. M.H. 2
Mrs. E.L. 2
Mr. D . R. 14
Mrs. G.S, 3
Mrs. A.W. 8
Mrs. E.W. 5
Mr. H.W. 4
Mrs. N.W. 4
Response Frequency For Ccnnmirdcation
Ski!)J.s Noted By Administrators
Adruinistrators who identified learning within the ccmEmnications
skills area wore led by Mr* John Calabro with a rating of ten responses*
It is interesting to note that Mr* Calabro has a background in languages.
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His focus on ccOTnunications skills may well be related to his experience
in this field. Dr, Uiiver brown vras taH.lied at nine responses in noting
comiminications skills. Dr, Marachal Heil Young, who has a background in
counseling, noted seven within this category, Mr, Isadore Wexler noted
eight and Mr, Alan Havrthome noted five. Growth in the coramunication
skills area was observed and remarked upon three times by Mr. Clarence
Gittings and Mr, Paul Hoorlein, Mr, Thomas Newby and Dr. Arthur Smith
perceived cormnunications sl<ills and remarked on them twice apiece. Dr.
Samuel Bro’.mell and Dr, Matthew Costanzo, Dr, Marcus Foster, and Mr.
Sidney Johnson commented on communications sldlls one t?me apiece.
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TABLE HI
RESPONSE FREQUEt^CI FOR CaH-IUl'IICATION
SKIUE NOTED m An-HNISTRATORS
ConcTiunioation
Administrators Skills
Bro-wn 9
Brcn-moH 1
Calabro 10
Costanzo 1
Foster 1
Gittings 3
Havrthome 5
Hoorloin 3
Johnson 1
Newby ^
Smith 2
Wexler ^
Yoimg
Economic Sldlls
Sinoa tks p-abUe schools are a maU-million dollar
business in all
it is natural that any external learning
proceso
of the larger cities,
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in relation to them has as part of its content, economics. Some of
the participants in this study related anecdotes about acquisition of
knowledge concerning how to get a jobj others learned about the tax
structure, or helped others learn how to read and interpret the school
budget.
During interviei^ixs and discussions about the concept on which this
paper is written, it became evident that unusually large numbers of
parents and carrammity people have, in the past decade, taken good
advantage of federal and local funding for paraprofessional positions.
A large percentage of then were hired because their works liad becano
known in the neighborhood. Participants in tlio P.T.A. leadership
during a demonstration, or extensive volunteer vjork have often led
directly tovraid getting a job.
One of the activities that developed around the trend tovrard
decentraHzation in Philadelphia a. few years ago was community bised
training opportunities in the intricacies of Prograta Planning and
Budgeting Systems.
Dr. Oliver Brown designed and conducted training sessions. Ha has
been a strong advocate of community people learning how to interpret
and take advantage of the information included in school and school
system budgets. His goal was to include lay persons in the P.P.'B.S.
efforts from the local school levol.
Dr. BroT'm explains
i
This isn’t a game for profcssioriols to play
alone. It has no validity, no choice. If you’re
talking about priorities, it’s ridiculous to talk
about the guy behind the counter malcing the choices
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as to what the customer is going to buy; I
mean it*s nutty. You have to understand what
you’re loolclng at. I think most people can’t
read a budget. They can’t road a finance docu-
ment, and perhaps, many of them don’t undei«-
stand the budget documents as related to the
school.
Dr. Btooti is very concerned about whether his teaching active
parents how to interpret a school budget had any effect.
V/ell, do you thinl< that any of those people,
won’t go in and ask to see a budget? Yes. And
won’t they go in and ask the principal to check
just those things, and if any of them did that,
then they v/ere successful. I think probably
did. I heard some principals were madder than hell
that they were doing this.
In the category of using irrvolvment to get a job Mrs. E.W. of
New Haven bluntly made her point; ”So they finally hired mo to keep
my mouth shut,”
One admird-strator vehemently rejects this policy of paying cemmun-
ity people off to gain their favor,
WoU, I would naturally look with displeasure
on that soli, of practice, because I think it’s
tragic to compromise people, and take advantage
of tliat, because I don’t think you’re going to build
a strong democratic society unless you give people
a chance to have their oim integrity. And, to buy
them off... so tiiat they’ll be quiet and well mannered
and won’t bother you and raise tiieir voice, is un-
acceptable. . . •
This scntniaent continues to exist for some administrators, but for
seme clients the issue of survival and financial support is a strong
motivation. Miss C.C. stated that;
T didn’t get any money from the schools,
hovTever, I got money from the Urban League, causa
that ‘VTa.s my thing. But, I think when I was work-
ing for the school distidct, trying to get change.
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I got. paid cause I was hired to keep things
cool • •
«
More than any other subject Mr. H.VJ. seemed to have mastered the
art of getting federal and local funding for his projects by leai*ning
hcri7 to T-rrite proposals, got support for them, and demonstrate their
success. *^7e also started to TTrito contracts in terms of using mini-
schools.... VJith the help of the School Boai*d, we were able to get a
grant.”
Response Frequency For Economic
Skills By Lay Participants
In the categoiy of economic sldLUs, lay participants were recorded
in having noted learning \.dthin tliis category in the following waysi
Mrs. A.W. did not comment at all on her growth in the economic skills.
Mrs. G.S. and Miss C.C. and Mrs. A.H. responded one tiiae apiece on a
condition or situation which could bo tallied in the economic skills
category. Mrs. H.H. and Mrs, E.L. responded t\dce each in this cate-
gory. Mrs. N.W. responded four times in this category. A rate of five
apiece was recoided for Mr. H.W., Mrs. E.W., and Mr. D.R.
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TABLE IV
RESPONSE FREQUajCI FOR ECONaLEC
SKILLS BY LAI PARTICIPANTS
Lay Participants Econcmic Skills
Miss C,C. 1
Mrs. A.H. 1
Mrs. M.H. 2
Mrs. E.L, 2
Mr. D.R. 5
Mrs. G.S. 1
Mrs. A.V/. -
Mrs. E.W, 5
Mrs. H.VL 5
Mrs. N.W. 4
Response Frequency For Economic
SldJ-ls Noted By Administrators
DTi Oliver Brot-m commented fourteen times that he had noted growth
in econcmc sld.lls on the part of lay persons involved in the schools.
This is far and away larger than the numbers of comments made by other
a±rdnistrators. It is perhaps because of his background in program
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planning and budgeting systems, that Dr. Brown focused so heavily on
the econanic skills. The closest number of responses to Dr. Brown were
made by Mr. Isadore Wexler vdth five in the area of economic skills.
Next in rank order were the responses of Mr. Alan Hawthorne with
four, Dr. Marachal-Neil listed three, Mr. Sidney Johnson listed two,
Dr. Matthew Costanzo and Mr. John Calabro, listed one apiece, Dr. Sam-
uel BroX'mell, Dr. Marcus Foster, Mr. Clarence Gittings, Mr. Paul Hoen-
lein, Mr. Thomas Newby, Dr. Arthur Smith made no note of growth that
could be classified -within the economic skills category.
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TA2LE V
RESPONSE FREQUEICY FOR ECONailC
SiaiXS NOTED BY AKHNISTRATORS
Administrators Economic Skills
Brown 14
Bro^/jnell -
Calabro 1
Costanzo 1
Foster -
Sittings -
Hawthorne 4
Hoerlein -
Johnson 2
Nearby -
Smith -
WeocLer 5
Young 3
Political ATjareness
The pracUcal and prudent wisdom and techiiiques learned
by partici-
pants are tallied under the political awareness.
The power concept was
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of critical iraportanco to tho lay people intorviewed* They expressed
concern about how they gain the influonco or power to modify tho effect
of education on thoir children and hos/ their own agendas could be best
served. It quickly becjime obvious to most E. C, participants that
political know-how and understanding make a difference in the effec-
tive exercise of power as they face interaction with the system.
Political infonaation gained by the clients wliila involved with
schools is a fundamental part of boing able to pursue desired goals.
Part of that information includes the identification of gatekeepers,
knowing trho to approach for desired action, response, or support
within the schools; this often makos the difference between success and
failure.
In moving from the informal street cnilture to dealing with offi-
cials in the more formal settings of schools, the practice of diplomacy
looms as a vital part of boing hear\i and not antagonizDng teachers,
principals, and other administrators,
VJhile facing soeroingly insurmountable problems, parents and other
citizens learn how to evaluate and critique the situations in which
they find themselves. This process of analysis grc«^s out of the des-
parate need for solutions and survival.
Television, newspapers, and radio repoidiing have become an impor-
tant aspect of tho education scone. The school story related in the
mass media can often make or break a project. Those who matriculate
within the External Cun’iculum have had to learn to utilize these
media as resources and recognize both tho dangers and advantages
of
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these powerful political mechanisms.
Daring decisive or crucial times as in the sixties, demonstrations
of all types were iddespread in urban schools of the North. Many lay
people who had been interacting with the schools became assets in con-
fronting tliose crises. Their participation and effectiveness \ms felt
in support of schools at times while others took leadorsliip roles in
confienting schools.
In tlie height of crises older students, parents, and citizens were
sometimes forced into situations of compromise, explaining or making
demands or reviewing terms. Those episodes honed their sldlls in nego-
tiations and political compromise to a fine edge.
The recognition that successful planning and preparation resulted
in achieving goals more ably, encouraged the External Curriculum clients
to loam tho art of developing strategies for change, for talcing action,
and for being heard.
Gathering and interpreting data to make a point in activities with
school brought many lay people back to the days of doing homevrork.
Being prepared with the facts is far more effective tuan taking action
in ignorance.
Being alone in entering the dynamics of interaction with schools
rarely seemed to pry off. One of the first stops people learned was
to organize, support and develop a consUtuency. A person who is
active
with schools in any aggressive way loams tlie wisdom of making tne
most
of human resources that are available ratiier than tiying
to make do with
the limited skills he or she possesses.
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Once t-he client realized that the relationship ho had with schools
was often based on political issues, he usually reassessed the political
implications in taking future steps to bring about change.
It should bo noted that many responses by either lay or profession-
al subjects can be interpreted as reflecting the growth of learning in
tvTo or more categories. One example of this is demonstrated witliin the
intorvioir of Hr. D.R.
,
a present State Legislator in Psnnsylvania.
Mr. D.R. and a local principal were facing a serious proble^in one day.
\iJhen the principal suggested going to lunch, Mr. D.R. thought it was
a nutty thing to do vdth the problem demanding a solution right then
and there. The lesson learned tliat day included both political, per-
sonal and social skills
i
Qj •'Ifhat did you discover about liaving lunch?”
D.R. t ”A lot of things get discussed at lunch time.
You see a lot of foHcs would como in. They
would ask you certain things they wouldn’t ask
aroijnd other folks. It was a j^ocial hour and these
social affairs brings on a lot of final decisions
—like caucuses. You’re there, but we’ll make a
decision here and it will be a policy when we go
back and they discuss it. But it’s already solved,”
Qi ”Did you find that it was an important concept to learn?”
D.R. ”Very important t ”
Qi ”Do you use it now?”
D.R. "Yeah, I dott”
Paul Hoerlein addsi
But, basically in my experience, the parents who
involve themselves in the school program, whether it
be at the level of volunteerism in terns of working
with kids and working with teachers and helping thm
or xdiether it be the people who actually come in at
•>
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what might bo termed as attempting to change
policy level, the parents, the adiats, almost
in every case that I’ve studied, have become
much more sophisticated politically about the
viay the system irorks,
Mrs. N.V7. now realizes the Importance of political strategies!
It taught mo the necessity of knowing
political strength, of gaining political support,
in other words, a constituency. It happened be-
cause you draw together all the forces, you draw
togetiier three elements: the school district, the
institution of higher learning, and the peopel,
the conmamity ai-ound the table to decide on what
methods would be best for a given situation.
And out of that, grew tiiis kind of partnersliip
kind of relationship.
The Assistant Superintendent of Tucson, Arizona, Alan Hawthorne,
has seen the External Curriculum develop political a^Tareness in regard
to how to get things done:
I can thinlc of experiences that one group of
our parents liad, mth the help of ono of our
elementary principals. The parents had gained such
a feeling for the school and this pai-tic^Jar prin-
cipal, that when they had non-educational problems
they went do;m to the school and talked with liim
and one of their pi’oblems was the prostitutes in the
neighborhood.
No;t \lth his help they felt more confident
about going down to the Mayor’s office, to the City
Council, to the Police Department, to x-rork on that
problem, and if they. ..I don't believe they vrould
have accomplished moving out the prostitutes if
they hadn’t had the experience xdth the school.
That was a favorable experience, xdth the school, in
other words, when you are dealing vdth one type of
agency and you have vdth it a good or bad experience,
it reinforces your oxm feelings toxra.rd other agencies.
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Response Frequency For Political
Ai.’aroness By Lay Participants
Intervievree, Lrs. G.S,, responded thirteen times in a ira.y that
designated her acceptance of the fact that she liad become politically
avrare. The person who responded most on political awareness, sixteen
times, was Lrs» N,W» v^o is now very much involved in the political
activities of her West Philadelpiiia neighborhood and of the city. She
is a member of the Bicentennial Committee, and worked diligently in the
mayorality election in 1971 • It would seem natural tliat her conversa-
tion wou3.d lean toward political awareness. Mrs. M.H. responded seven
times in a way that expressed groxrth in political a-tTareness.
The two persons vrho responded least in political awareness are
Mrs. E.L. and Mrs. A.H. They both responded tvrice. It is interesting
to note that botli these mothers give priority attention to their fami-
lies and homo activities, so it may bo natural that the political a/iare-
ness category would have less interest to thesn. Mrs. E.W. responded
five times within the category of political awareness. Mr. D.R.
,
presently a State Legislator in Pennsylvania, responded thirteen times
in the political airareness category; Miss C.C. five times. Mrs. A.W.
was tall3.ed at ten responses; and Hr. H.W. responded six times in the
political avra.reness category.
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TABLE VI
RESPONSE FREQUENCY FOR POLITICAL
AV7ARE1IESS BY LAY PARTICIPANTS
Lay Participants Political Awareness
Hiss C.C. 5
Mrs. A.H. 2
Mrs. M.H. 7
Mrs. E.L. 2
Hr. D.R. 13
Mrs. G.S. 13
Mrs. A.W. 10
Mrs. E.W, 5
Mr. H.W. 6
Mrs. N.vr. 16
Response Frequency For Political
Avrareness Noted By Adunnistrators
From their perspective Dr. Oliver Brown and Dr. Arthur
Smith were
recorded as having observed and commented upon growth of
political
avrareness ten tdjaes each. Mr. Isadora Wexler noted and
renarked on
political avjareness tmce. Dr. Marechal-Neil Young noted
this category
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six times. Mr. Alan Hawthorne commented five times. There were
three administrators who remariced three times on political a^rareness
groTjth among External Curriculum participants, Dr. Matthew Costanzo,
Mr. Clarence Gittings, and Mr. Thomas Nevrby. Mr. John Calabro noted
four times. Dr. Marcus Foster, Mr. Paul Hoerlein and Mr. Sidney
Johnson noted political aimreness learning two times and Dr. Samuel
Bro;rnoll made no imarks indicated within the political a^/Tareness
category.
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TABLE VII
RESPONSE FREQUENCY FOR POLITICAL
AVIARENESS NOTED BY AH-IINISTRATOP^
Administrators Political Awareness
Bro;m 10
Broimell -
Calabro 4
Costanzo 3
Foster 2
Gittings 3
Hai'ithome 5
Hoerlein 2
Johnson 2
Nexrby 3
Smith 10
Woxler 8
Young 6
. . _ .
Personal and Social Slcills
Through pursuit of improved schools and better
education, urban-
ites may well do more modifying of themselves than
of the schools.
From a personal and social skills perspective,
parents and others in
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our sanplo Geenod to have grown in several 'vrays.
V/orking together for better schools resulted in a stronger sense
of coranmiity. This feeling of imity of purpose vjas expressed by several
of those interviewed.
As mothers intoivictsd with the schools much of the professional
expertise seemed to have been gained. Since the primary purpose of
schools is children, much of what was learned was related to the rear-
ing and teaching of children.
The discipline required to prepare for confrontation with the
formidable professionals x-Tho represent the schools was developed
through strong motivation and simple necessity. The groxrth of study
skills for those who have been out of school for years was evident as
they prepared statistics, gathered personal data from other parents,
outlined plans, and pored over nexfspapers to maintain the knoxTledge
necessary to face the next challenge of interaction.
By working for extended periods of time in sincere efforts to
irr^i'ovo schools, interviewees gathered much new understanding of people
in different vjall<s of life. The pi^^fessors, the administrators, the
politicians and others became part of the daily lessons in human under-
standing.
In utilizing and developing tlieir personal skills the element of
self ©valuation xms important. Knox-ring how to be most effective and
hoi-T the skills of others can complianent ones ox-m self in the
struggles
to effect schools becomes part of the Ext.enial Curriculum.
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Tv70 or nore sets of values must accommodate each other vhen the
laity get involved 'viith school professionals who have different back-
grounds, iri-th exrtensive education. As a variety of purposes and goals
interacted in the resolutaonof problem^ there seemed to be an exchange
of appreciation for different values and positions.
By interacting extensively "vrith school persorjiel and other members
of the citizenry parents and others enriched their lives through
building personal and social slcLUs that made then most effective as
active citizens and productive famiD.y moabers.
Mrs. G.S, increased her desire to grow personally. She exj^ressod
this development through her conmentj ‘T! sensed that I had to learn
more, and I also sensed that I had to talk to more people. . .wliich is
kind of easy for me.”
Mrs, E.L. got new perspectives on human nature as she walked
through the doors of the school.
Well, I started volunteering around the schools
in or about *43—I didn’t have any cliildr*en,
but I learned tliat there was quite a bit of hostil-
ity, because I volunteered some services, and nobody
even thought, never said ’thaifc you’ one time to me,
and this seemed a little bit odd for the highest
institution' of learning that vie had.
After having six babies, Mrs. E.W. through her involvement with
school people and her and her neighbors began to learn some very
personal
points about family planning.
E.V/. J ”That comes from all that old-fashioned nonsense
that
we were taught.”
Q,t ”You mean about contraception?”
E.'W.! ’’Yeali, black folks are so far beliird.,
it's pitiful.
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I had an old fashioned mothoi*. , ,
.
You know what the Bible says. I changed ny
mind, ...
Q.j »»What led you to change your mind, about limiting your
family?
E,¥. I •’I got smart while I was nosing around in everjrthing
else, I nosed around in tliat,"
The knowledge that Mrs. E.W, gained while interacting ;ri.th the
schools she sliared -vrith many of her neighbors.
Area Superintendent Paul Hoerlein of Seattle also saw growth in
personal and social skills as an E, C, dimension.
So I ifould say ^dthout any question, the
greatest gain for any person, ,,, is the fact tliat
they become recognized as a person and feel that
they can communicate with people on an equal level
in the school. And that makes a hock of a difference
to thein personally.
The personal giwth results out of these
people adjusting or adapting to this new situation,
learning to use the media, learning to use the
written word, verbal kinds of communication, becom-
ing very sophisticated about not only the formal
channels of poi^Ter but the informal channels of
power—there are some things that you don't say to
the assistant to the mayor, you've got to say them
directly to the mayor. But thei'o are some things
that you might say to the leader of a -vra-rd, and he
gets the word, through liis informal channels to the
light person. Now tliere's tliat kind of grovrth that
takes place. But as they deal more and more with
the power structure, they begin in themselves to
structure, themselves along very similar linos....
He begins to pick up the same kinds of capabilities
and characteristics of leadership as the person
he's confronting, because he has to deal trith him,
and ho sees himself dealing with him as an equal.
...the real growth comes about is that these
people who were confrontees have picked up very
useful skills through this process of confionting. . .
.
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One administrator introduced the interesting view that tlie use of
language is so closely connected to values that persons of the E. C,
make in exclianging ideas with professionals tliat it automatically
biu-ngs about some value modification on both sides.
J.C.j ’‘Yes, there is a whole sot of values here.”
Q.j ”In other words you are saying there is some value
resolution?”
J.C.i ”There has to be....”
Mr, Calabro continued his remarks by describing in detail the
language patterns and dialects in Italy and how movement into town
forces changes not ouly in language but in values. Mr. Calabro then
made comparisons that were applicable to the External Curriculum in
American cities.
RevSponso Frequency For Personal And Social
Sld-lls By Lay Participants
From a personal and social skills perspective, the following fre-
quency rates wore recorded. Miss C.C, -idth twelve responses in person-
al and social skills rated at the highest level. Miss C.C, is yoiuigor
than the other respondents and perhaps grew from her viev; more in tliis
category as she matured, Mrs. A.H, and Mrs, E.L, gave no response in
the personal and social sldills area. This, of course, does not mean
that these mothers did not learn or did not gren; within the designated
category. The interview did not surface identifiable references in
this category. Mrs, M.H. responded tvri.ee, Mr. D.R. responded six
times vrithin this category. Mrs. G.B. was coimted as responding throe
no
in tlio personal and social skills category* Mrs* A.W* responded seven
tiiiies and Mrs. E,W* four 1.11.165, Mr. H.V/. responded two times, Mrs,
N*W, "was recorded as having responded one time in the personal and
social skills category,
TABLE Vin
RESPONSE FREQUENCY FOR PERSONAL AND SOCIAL
SiailiS BY lAY PARTICIPAlfTS
Lay Participants
Personal and
Social Skills
Miss C.C. 12
Mrs, A.H.
Mrs. M.H. 2
Mrs, E.L.
Mr, D.R. 6
Mrs. G.S. 3
Mrs, A.W, 7
Mrs, E.W.
Mr. H.W.
Mrs, N.W, 1
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Response Frequency For PorsonaJ. And Social
Skills Noted By Adjiinistrators
With continued responses in the area of values, Mr. John Calabro
W3,s tallied ton titties as having ooserved personal and social sld-lls
growth for lay persons in Ms experience. The closest rating to Mr.
Calabro was Mr. Isadore Wexler Mth six •vdthin tMs category. Five
responses in the person^ and social sld-lls wore recorded for Mr. Alan
Hawthorne, Mr. Thomas Newby, and Dr. Marochal-Neil Young. Dr. Arthur
Smith, Mr. Clarence Gittings, and Dr. Oliver Brown were recorded five
times as liaving commented on the grovrth of community people in the
category of personal and social skills. Dr. Matthevr Costanzo commented
twice in this area, and Dr. Samuel Broimell, Dr. Marcus Foster and
Mr. Sidney Johnson made no comment that could be listed in tMs cate-
gory of personal and social skills. Paul Hoerloin coramonted one time
in tho area
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TABLE IX
RESPONSE FREQUEI\^CY FOR PERSOm AND SOCIAL
SKILLS NOTED BY AIMINISTRATORS
Personal and
Adrdnistrators Social Skills
Brown 3
Brovmell -
Calabro 10
Costanzo 2
Foster -
Gittings 3
Hawt,homo 5
Hoerlein 1
Johnson -
Nevrby 5
Smith 3
Wexler 6
Young 5
Institutional Understanding
The fear and awe with which many parents and citizens
hold the
institution of the school is apparently somewliat dispelled
as they
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come more in contact with teachers, administrators, and other staff
members. Along with the acq^^isition of skills in other categories
relationsliips xd.th the schools as institutions lead to new levels of
understanding among participants* Those interviewed generally shared
the opinion that by acquiring understanding about tlio school as an
inst?.tution and in building the skills necessary to interact with the
schools, they were better able to support activities in other institu-
tions, This 't-fas particularly true when a reasonable amount of success
was achieved in acti^/ities with the schools.
In other words, the benefits of the actemal Curriculum were, at
times, contagious. Those who v/ore active in one area described their
move into otiiersj housing problems, police issues, political cam-
paigns, consuiuer practices, and similar civic or institutional concerns.
The monsters of modem day society for the poor and the powerless
are often embodied in the bureaucracy and smothering mechanisms of large
institutions. Since the public school is one of the institutions wj.th
which the citizens of our cities are most directly under the control of,
it follows that institutiorial understanding is a critical lesson that
the External Currj.culum can provide. Administrative and lay subjects
in this study responded in many ways in support of the fact that the
External Curriculum includes lessons in this important category.
The Superintendent of Schools in Philadelphia identified grovrbh in
this category in bis remarki
I have seen people come in raging mad because
you cculdnH do something about a particular problem
and after getting involved with you in the solutions
of that problem, they recognize there wore many, many
forces beyond the control of tliat particular person,
whether he be a board raenbor, district superintendent,
principal, or whatever, recognize that soiut,ions to
sonie of the problems are not quite that simple. You
begin to walk thea 'trough some of the obstacles, and
they know the path is strewn with many obstacles,
they know that it is not all that easy and can't be
solved with a strike of a pen, or a word or telephone
call. Again, we learn from each other.
John Callabro of the Massachusetts State Department relates his
experiences in this category}
Some of the things I thinlc that people find out,
lot's say from the outside coming in, is the fact
that there is a way of handling school pi’oblons that
is a ld.nd of system, that is, one approaches a teacher
to discuss the problem of a student. If there is no
satisfaction at that level, one goes to the principal
to discuss the problem. If there is no satisfaction
at that level, the next level would be an area superin-
tendent or someone equivalent in rank. Eventually, if
no satisfaction is found, continuing along, the next
route vrould be the school committee , That is wha t
that committee is there for. Thoy represent the public
as woUJL as to operate the school. And so that they
must bo responsive to tlie problems of individuals, but
hopefully no problem is that unique that it would re-
qiiire the attention of the school committee. That is
one of the things that is learned, procedure, how to
deal effectively in publications. That there is a pro-
cedure .
Mrs. N.W. is pleased with lessons that she learned on the "ins
and outs" of the school as an institution}
I never knew before that this was the \m.y that
things were being run, that tliis is whore all the
money was going, highest priorities vjere being placed
in buildings ratlier than education, human education,
teaching people how to read and vriite.
I had learned from Wendell that I had better
keep my eyes open, something was going to happen
there, and it was going to happen soon. That was
at the YIICA at a public meeting. And from that time
I thought to myself, there must be some people in the
system who knew how to do things and who have a
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desire to do things, who want to do things, who
can teach us how to do this, can enlighten us in
some way. And I trill never forget how Wendell ceine
on the scene at Sayre, everybody’s in it, yet I
could sit dotm and talk to this guy, he woiild talk.
And he would say, ’This is the way you go, and you
have to get over here and do this, and over here
you can do that. ’ And I always thought, why, there
has to be a genuine interest here. I learned a great
deal, and I’m saying this because it is the facts
of life, I’ve said it to CFP many times. I’ve talked
about it everywhere I’ve gone, and I’ve even gone
now all the way to Washington and talked about it.
V/endoU Gregory taught me the ins and outs of the
school system.
Marcus Foster, Superintendent of Oakland, connects the lessons of
tho E, C. >rith institutional understanding and political awareness.
What they’re learning, one of the main things
is how the system itsolf works. It’s kind of a
gradual process, to get to know where strength is,
who makes decisions, where the power is. Then the
first attempts to break into the system usually are
rather crude, and with very little finesse. Then they
go through stages, and onco they begin to break
through the system, the better they can stand off,
and develop more sophistication in how to be effective.
Vfithin the interviews wei*e sprinkled specific circumstances reen-
forcing institutional airarenoss as the category of major learning ou1>
comes.
Response Frequency For Institutional
Understanding By Lay Participants
It may or may not be significant that three lay participants
made no response that could be interpreted in the institutional undeiv
standing category. Those three people were Mrs. M.H., Mrs. E.L.,
Mrs. A.H. The largest number of responses in the institutional
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understanding category grovr from Mr. D.R. vdth twelve and Mrs. G.S.
with ten, Mrs. N.V?. responded seven times in this regai-d. Miss C.C,
responded eight times. Mrs, A.W. was rated at five times and Mr. H.W,
was listed as four times within the institutional understanding type
response. Mrs, E.W, was recorded at three responses in this category.
TABLE X
RESPONSE FREQUENCY FOR INSTITUTIONAL
UNDERSTANDING BI lAI PARTICIPANTS
Lay Participants
Institutional
Understanding
Miss C.C, 8
Mrs. A.H. -
Mrs. M.H. -
Mrs. E.L. -
Mr. D.R. 12
Mrs. G.S, 10
Mrs, A.W. 5
Mrs. E.W. 3
Mrs. H.W.
Mrs. N.W. 7
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Response Frequency For InstitAitional Understanding
Noted By Administrators
In noting groirth vdthin the institutional understanding category,
Mr. Alan Havrthome was tallied at the highest rate, seven. Following
this number, Mr. Isadore Woxlor and Dr. Marechal-Neil Young tallied
six each. Mr. Thomas NetTby was listed as five. Dr. Oliver Brown,
Dr. Samuel Brot-mell and Dr. Arthur Smith noted learning about tiie
institution three times as recorded from their interview. Dr. Matthew
Costanzo and Mr. Paul Hoerlein were recorded at two responses indi-
cating tliat they noted learning witliin tho institutional understanding.
Mr. Clarence Gittings and Mr. John Calabro were noted having spoken
in this category, one time apiece. Dr. Marcus Foster and Mr. Sidney
Jolmson made no rocord in this category.
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TABLE n
RESPONSE FREQUENCY FOR DISTITUTIOMAL UNDERSTANDING
NOTED BY AmiNISTRATORS
Admini strators
Institutional
Understanding
Bro\m 3
Brovmell 3
Calabro 1
Costanzo 2
Foster
-
Gittings 1
Hawthorne 7
Hoerlein 2
Johnson -
Newby 5
Smith 3
Wexler 6
Young 6
Adniirdstrator And Lay Smranaries
In All Categories
CoTTimunications skills listed second for administrators (fifty-three
responses) and third among lay subjects (forty-seven responses); a spread
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of minor significance. Sjj^iilarl^ the span between institutional under-
standing (forty-nine responses) and coir^raunication skills (forty-seven
responses) was only two tallies j a difference that can be ignored in
a study of this type.
Tlilrty-nine responses were recoirled in Institutional understanding
for administrators. It was noxi to last in the frequency listing. It
is indicated that the greater “understanding” in this category is more
obvious to those who gained the knowledge tlian among those who observed
it. It may also be the case that tlie high rating in cooimunications
sld-lls by administrators resiated from their perception of the growth
in communication within the institution. V.Tiere they met the external
citizemy, knovdedge of the institution and grcnrth in ease and skills
at communicating >n.thin tho institution were hardly d-iscernible as
difi’orent from each other when viewed by internal professionals on the
one hand and external lay citizens on the other hand.
Having increased their awareness of the dynamics of the institu-
tion, lay persons would naturally feel more secure -s/ithin the institu-
tions. It follows that this increased security may well result in
greater ease and skill in communicating to professionals. The pro-
fessionals might interpret the canmunications more often and the lay
people may conclude that the knowledge of the institution as more prom-
inent.
Although many urban school systems are in the midst of financial
straits, both administrators and External Curriculum participants gave
evidence tliat groxrfch in understanding and acquisition of economic skills
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occurred least frequently among the growth categories included in this
study.
It is surprising that political skills are discussed more often
than any of the five categories and economic slcills are discussed
least, because of the close relationship between political awareness
and the understanding of the economic influences within the system.
This differential may well be a basic problem in any possible consider-
ation of power roles for poor people.
Response Summaries
As previously mentioned the number of responses related to a
particular category bear little or no relationship to the value of the
learning acquired. However, the fact that one category seoaed to be
mentioned more than others by some subjects does warrant consideration.
Table HI and Table XHI are records of the lay participant and
administrator responses for the general learning categories by order
of frequency.
Political airareness for both administrators and lay subjects
rated a larger number of responses. It is significant that the adminis-
trators who a.rQ located in several cities throughout the nation
responded T/ith the tiighest frequency in this category.
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TABLE ni
LAY PAJRTICIPANT COGLYTION RESPONSE FREQUENCY SDl’C-IARZ
Category Responses
Political Awareness 79
Institutional Knowledge 49
Communication Skills 4?
Personal and Social Skills 37
Econotnic Skills 26
TABLE XHI
AK'IINISTRATOR COGNITION RESPONSE FREQUENCY SUMMARY
Categoiry Responses
Political Awareness 58
Communications Slcills 53
Personal and Social Skills 43
Institutional Understanding 39
Economic Skills 30
TABLE
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Sunaiary
This chapter has presented the results of the lay and the adminis-
trator inteirviex-rs. The content of these interviews was tabulated
based on content analysed and information about the characteristics
chapter has included brief biographical experiential sketches of lay
participants and adnnnistrators related to observations and percep-
tions in regards to the External Curriculijm. The exanination of back-
ground information and evidence of growth perceived by the partici-
pants forms the foundation for this exploratory venture to identify
the process of the External Curriculum.
In the final chapter an effort has been made to pull together the
results of the interviews and the read3.ng and the exploration in regard
to the S. C. As stated in Chapter II, the frame of reference selected
by tliis miter has boon provided by Eiaoiy and Trist in an industrial
context. This refer*ence helps the writer put school-community intoiv
action into perspective by explai.ning the need for giant educational
institutions or organizations to interact with their envir^>nraent or
face dordse and impotence. Utilizing the example of businesses which
die, lose profits or go bankrupt the educator can bring new understand-
ing to the envirromental relationships of schools and school systems.
It is hoped ttiat the reader vd3d consider the summary, conclusions
and rocommendatdons presented in Chapter V witliin the context of turbu-
and the nature of the
lat
vras given. In addition, this
lont fiolds as described in Chapter II.
CHAPTER V
SUMtlART, COHCLUSIOIIS, RECa^Gffi'IDATIONS
Th-ls chaptar is divided into the foUoX'/ing parts j (1) restatement
of the problem and the procedure used to analyze it; (2) simunary;
(3) conclusions; (4) recoimuendations ; and (5) recommendations for
further research.
The Problem And The Procedure Used To
Analyze It
This study attempted to explore, for purposes of identification,
the exD.stence and general nature of the educational process being desig-
nated hero as the External Curriculum. It was hoped that such a study
would provide a rudimentary understanding of the circumstances under
wliich the External Curriculum is operative, how involvement sometimes
ccanes about, the general categories in which growth takes pl.ace and the
broad recognition of cognitive and skill development through intoi'action
\ri.th public schools.
Personal interviews were held vdth two groups of people connected
with the public schools. One group was dra»m from the central city
client population and consisted of persons known to the investigator
as successful participants in the E, C. The other group was made up of
selected e:;q5erienc©d administrators from large cities throughout the
United States, These exploratory interviews were informal. They were
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carried out x?ith a broad intervieriri-ng guide which sem'ed as a frame
of reference or a reminder of the purposes of the sessions.
An examination of the verbatim interviews was made with a content
analysis technique. The findings were categorized, tallied, and inter-
preted for conclusions and recormnondations
.
The major study findings were thati
1. Personal gi’owth and learning takes place when lay persons
interact with school persons for extended periods of time to bring
about change.
2. The learning that takes place as a result of the interaction is
accepted by the lay participants and the administrators studied as being
constructive and an integral part of the school-conmrinity i-elationship.
3* lay participants became more politically aware byj acquiring
secret or generally unavailable information, getting to know key offi-
cials and influoncial persons, developing diplomacy styles, learning
how to analyse problems, gaining knowledge about and how to make use of
the media, developing vrays to bring about resolution of crises, con-
ducting negotiation activities, designing action strategies, gathering
and interpreting data, organizing communities or supporters, using
various human resources, and re-evaluating and making the most of pol-
itical influence or power,
k. Lay participants developed greater communications skills such
ast
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A. Public Speaking
B. Verbal Expression
C. Use of Pedagogically Functional Vocabularies
D. Writing Letters, Proposals, etc.
E. Use of Non-verbal Expression Techniques
F. listening Skills and Effective Use of Information
G
. Reading
5. Lay participants grow in personal and social skills. These
included!
A. A Sense of Canmunity
B. Child Rearing Sld.Hs
C. Study Skills
D. Understanding Hiiman Nature
E. Personal Stylo Refinement
F. Value Reassessment
6. Lay participants expanded their institutional understanding so
that they had a clearer perception of
j
A. Administrative and Bureaucratic Pattems
B. Relationship of Schools to Other Institutions
C. Lws and Pi'ocedures at Local, State and Federal Levels
D. Issues, Needs, and Goals
E. Classroom/School Organization
7. Political airareness iras the most prominent typo of lay
participant learning development.
8. Economic slcLUs were the least pi*ominent type of lay partici-
pant growth examined. They were defined ast
A. Monctazy Values
B. Interpretation and Planning of Budgets
C . Funding
D. Taxes and Bond Issue Structures
E. Enployment
9. The necessity to join with others to pursue school-ccanmunity
agendas was the most consistent lesson learned by persons, external to
the school, seeking to bring about change.
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10. Knowledge gained "tlirough the public schools External
Curriculum vjas applicable in exchanges with other institutions within
tiio city (police, housing authority, gpvemment, etc.),
11. Learning among laymen took place within this interaction pro-
cess with, or trithout the support of professional educators.
12. Cooperation and openness on the part of educators facilitated
the External Curi’ic^ilum grovrbh process,
13. The foim of entry into tliis pi’ocess of personal development,
whether cooperative or confrontative, did not affect the level of
learning as the interaction continued,
14. Both adults and young adults benefitted from the learning pro-
cess.
Characteristics of tlie lay Participant Saurpling .
15. Females accounted for 80 percent of the lay participants in
this study. They probably constitute approximately the same percentage
of participants Tdth the public schools in general,
16. All lay subjects studied were black. This selection was made
because the schools involved had 99 percent or above black student pop-
ulations .
17. Fifty percent of the subjects were bom in southern rural
areas. The remaj-ning 50 percent were bom in northern cities.
18. Of the lay subjects included in the study, 70 percent entered
the schools initially through a cooperative and supportive activity.
The roaaining 30 percent engaged in activity because of traumatic or
some kind of confrontative experience.
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19. The lay participants, vhether born in the urban north or tho
rural south had agendas and activities that were closely aligned and
there was no discomible distinction in tho quality or extent of parti-
cipation in tlie learning between these two groups.
20. The agenda or reasons for becoTning involved \7lth the schools
did not include learning as a conscious purpose or an obvious benefit
before the possibility was brought to the participants’ attention.
Characteristics tho Adrn.nistrator Observer Sempling .
21. Administrators represented over 250 years of experience from
tho classroom to the Superintendent’s office and from the local school
to the United States office of education.
22. Administrators unanimously agreed that school community
involvement resulted in mutual (professional-lay) learning and groxrbh.
23 . The experience of the administrators was varied racially and
geographically broadly representative.
24. Administrators unanimously agreed that a learning d3niaiaic
exists in the E. C. process and is productive.
25 . Administrators unanimously bolj.eved this learning dyna.mic
should be nurtured and encouraged.
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Conclusions
Ihis study found t-hat. "tho loaming process wliich takes place as a
result of active involva:iient by lay people vri.th school personnel for
purposes of bringing about change is similar to an educational course
of study. Participation vras tantamount to being enrolled in an infoi^
mal learning experience. The External Curriculun is the label given
this course of study for purposes of this research. The E. C. includes
the skills and understanding one develops in the effort to make schools
work for the client population in the metropolitan core. This Exter-
nal Curriculum may take the fom of lay participant/school official,
cooperation, planning, confrontation, negotiation or other change
oriented activities mth the school personnel.
The existence of the External Curriculum is most often an accidental
personal grovrbh occurrence. It is an implicit segment of the public
school process. Authors, scholars, and educators usually focus on the
primary mission of public schools, what occurs inside of and in rela-
tionship to the classroom. This attention is quite appropriate because
this is why public schools function. But there is another route to
learning.
The evidence presented in this exploratory effort points up yet
another implicit mission of the public schools. Whatever the school
goals are, the External Curriculum presents itself as an additional
channel by which persons, other than foiTiially enrolled students, can
attain them (see Figure 3)»
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FIGURE 3
CaiPLHIENTARr CHAMJELS TO LEARJURG THROUGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Public Schools
A. Implicit Public School Loaming Dimension
B. PuDlic School Learning Priority
C. A Basic Goal
A-B. Mutual Student-Adult Agendas
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Soiao Iitiplications of tlie External Curriculum
IMle democratic practice in American cities has been advanced by
the process of participation by adults and students in the enterprise
of school governance, for many years, there has been a lack of repre-
sentation in decision-making by the population vdthin the most densely
populated, economically deprived, and educationally short-changed
areas of giant northern cities. Democracy, in these cases, has certain-
ly not been served. School boards have been typically representative
only in tne broadest sense. Their real connection to what is happening
in indj.vidual schools is a highly tentative and remote one. Interven-
tion by 3.ay residents of the core city in the fona of requests, de-
mands and participation has resulted in the emerging development of
more pronounced participatory democracy.
In his book, Democracy and Education
,
John Dewey (1916) deals quite
ex^onslvely with how the democratic process itself is educational. It
gives direction, it provides exporionce on which learning is based, in
terns of this study, and it presents many of the concepts tliat are the
basis for the External Curiiculum. Although Dewey’s oiiphasis is on the
child and what is happening to him in education, there is a grovdng
indication that the same pr:lnciples of democratic practice, of expeiv
iencG, and of participation leading to learning are applicable for the
extorr.?.! members of the school society who have injected themselves
into the public educational process.
Previousj^y unrepresented and powerless people have enrolled them-
selves in frontline ’’courses" of the External Curriculum. Entry is
made because pix^bleans concerning the schools are perceived. Paramount
in the mind of the "enroUees" has been what is happening to their child-
ren. If they are to be saved, the powerless must join together and
get the job done. The repeated school crises of the 196o’s created
the vehicles for much of this learning opportunity. Perhaps the most
encouraging of all recent innovations has been the opening of doors to
establishment channels and power, at least in part, because of tliis
initiative.
The city’s suppressed poor, racial minorities, and denizens of the
streets began to pick up momentum in acliieving their own liberation by
becoming active fighters and supporters in school issues such as read-
ing, race, and representation. Clashes and meetings with school per-
sonnel, whether coopeivitive or antagonistic, have become a vital source
of education. The "Ciusis in tiie Classroom" has become a vehicle for
learning beyond the cubicle for lay persons and professionals.
Since the External Curriculum is an inseparable counteipart to tho
internal curriculum, training of school personnel can make the most of
the situation by maximizing this additional learning dimension. School
officials can make substantial contributions to the growth of political
adeptness for their public through exercise of a facilitating posture
toward the External Curriculum work best.
The trend toward the open classroom and the school vTithout trails
is very popular amoiig some educators within our cities today. The
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External Curriculum is consistent with this innovation. It is as
though the push to open the doors of the school to the outside has
created the opportunity for students to learn from their surroundings
in a more productive way. In addition, persons outside of the schools
began to learn xaore from the most prominent institutions in their local-
ities.
It is obvD.ous, of course, that many of these doors were opened
because of outside pressure to which many school leaders found it more
appropriate to respond tlian to ignore. Once open, they iiave not yet
been slammed shut. Adventures in social change have become a part of
the infoiraal ’’course offerings” of the public schools.
Lot it be understood that this pixjcess of learning is not limited
to interaction with public schools. It is tlie vrriter’s belief that
similar learning has flourished in recent years as the result of re-
actions to such institutions as police, public health care, federal
funding programs, and political leadership. Public education looms
largest because of its monopolistic and all-pervasive nature in the
urban colonies of tlie poor and the minorities.
Fr<»i the child’s early years, the school locks him in by compul-
sory attendance laws. School is a fact of life for virtually all child-
ren. The school is, next to the local policeman, the most visible
aspect of government in the coloi^. Furthennore, American mythology,
and to a considerable extent the workings of the nations oconemy, make
it clear that success can be acliieved through schooling. Education,
therefore, is vieifod as a means of liberation by those within the dense,
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powerless neighborhoods of our cities. Thus, the importance of the
External Curriculum is supported by urgent need and by its sheor avail-
ability.
Participation in the External Curriculum has increased responsible
and active citizenship in many groups. Young people of all classes
have rallied around such issues as political freedom and student rights.
Not only have schools begun to move towards more democratic opportuni-
ties for students, but the young who have been involved in pressing the
issues of increased freedom have become more av/are of how to bo free
and how to express the behavior of responsible citizenship through
participation in a cause. Parents and friends who have supported them
have built civic resourcefulness and useful skills in democratic expres-
sion.
Participation in the External Curriculum has proven to be contag-
ious. It creates a network of involved citizens and grows with the
participants to affect other school conditions and civic concerns. The
lessons learned through interaction in one effort are often applicable
to ether public and private services. They can be helpful in bringing
about improvements in the quality of life for participants in the ex-
periences.
It must be noted that learning to be an effective person in the
democratic process id.ll at times involve promoting change, at other
tim.es defending against change, at times leading and at other
times
only observing or being a willing follower. Practical
e:q)erience through
activi.ties of the S. C. can lead to the sophistication needed
to make
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x-ri-ser ciioicQo about which course to taka and in wliich situation.
Schools j One Cliannel ’bo Power
Relationship that grow between the school officials and the citi-
zenry^, studentry, and lay adults, while pursuing substantial change and
gi'Oirth, are ciost often power relationships. In the work. Pedagogy of
Oppressed
,
Paulo Fr.cire (1970) e;q)lains tlie concept of ”pra^s.”
Ho discusses the empowajlng of the peasantry through political action.
Tiiab action reaches its effectiveness through an alternating process of
political action and reflection. Through this alternating process,
gro“wth taices place, and the heretofore powerless peasantry empowers
itself because of new relationships, productive confrontation ard under-
standing gained through roflection. In other words, the lay people
involved in t}ie endeavor of impi^oving schools must alternately take
action and idthdraw for study and refinement of the action taken. To
diva headlong into a program of action without taking time out to review,
evaluate and plan periodically is fatal. Freire expresses the need to
divide political interciCtion T^dth the establishment into these tvro parts.
Tho fundamentals of Freire ’s concept of praxis can be applied to what
has beon happening to public schools in many of the United States’
northern cities.
Schools and their rosources, material or not, represent a substan-
tial portion of influence VTP.thin a locale, so much so, that for a largo
part of the population thoy are the only institutions that continually
interact with families for a nuinber of years on a daily ar.d consistent
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basis. Pilling available jobs, holdj.ng the purso strings to contracts
on capital jjiiprovoDients, establishing programs, exerting pressure for
action on city and local leaders, using slcills that can lead toward
making a living, controlling centers for recreation and social affairs,
exercising the right of condemnation of real estate, enforcing atten-
dance laws, cooperating with many city agencies, controlling confiden-
tial data on students and families, and enjoying the respect held by
many for the educated are some of the ingredients that make the educa-
tional institution a major soui'ce of power. That source of power is
represented across the street or just around the comer from eveiy
family within the city.
V7ith the largo mphasis on neighborhood schools and the great re-
jection of bussing to any significant degree, parents, cliildron, and
fami.lios, in general, are forced to lean heavily on their neighborhood
schools for a learning resource. If that school becomes a key resource
to escape the miseries of poverty witliin tho city, then tliat instrument,
tlie school, should be utilized to help bring about the necessary dianges •
I
for improvement of life for all concerned. Therefore, tlie E:cternal j
I
Curriculum is a matter not only of liberation but in many instances a •
•
matter of survival. It is a conspicuous public establislmient that I
embodies hope for quality, comfort and success.
*
V/hen school administrators interact with parents, students, or
teachers to consider problaas or forces affecting the classroom, tliere
is the subliminal understanding that any one of the groixps represented
holds the capability of sabotaging or enhancing tho educational
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nachinery. Smco th© schools ai*© such a ci’itical part of t-h© estab-
lished authority within the city, any grxjup which is organized or any
individual vrho can command support of those ho ’’represents" is in the
sensitivo position of wielding a helping or hurting hand. Because of
th© congestion of the cities and because of the interdependence of 1
of its institutions and neighborhoods, it stands to reason that even
snail nunbers of involved persons can disrupt or in various positive or
negative ways impact upon the schools. Through boycotting or demonstra-
ting or other kinds of activities, small numbers of parents and students
can bring the giant educational institutions within the city to a halt
or at least damage any possibility of productive internal experience for
numbers of days and even weeks. This ability exists on the part of tlio
sincere or the insincere, the dedicated or those who have largely selfish
goals. The ability of these people to sabotage the institutions creates
a fertile source of porier or implied power that can bo exerted to bidng
about change in schools. Serious expression of that power creates a
reaction on those exerting it. That reaction is translated into learn-
ing.
The wise use of tlds latent power by the client population can
have positive results, both on the population and on the schools. The
unwise use of the power can lead to total disruption and perliaps des-
truction of schools as we know them in our cities today. (Some find the
consideration of this a hopeful prospect.) Whether that is a positive
outcome or a negative one is a very important question. But in spite
of what maybe the answer to that question, the resulting effects
on .
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"thoss escorting the power irill rsnain an important factor and an insep-
arable part of any interchange between the schools and the client pop-
ulation,
Parti-cipation in the External Cvirriculum has, for many, been a
course in vocational preparation. This has been demonstrated by larger
and larger nirnbors of local lay persons listed on school systems’ pay-
rools. Participation in the PTA, planning ccamittees, etc., has led
to establishment of new positions to pay those experienced local people
to perform the same kinds of duties on a regular basis for money.
Career ladders in some cities are complementing this effort by acceler-
ating the metariioi’phosis from lay to professional status. Some education-
al 'Caters have even temed persons who are working in a lay role with
schools as pre-professionals, anticipating that the process of worlcing
at the lay level will ultimately lead to a professional role because of
additional trainirxg and additional opportunitios that will develop as
time passes.
The outcomes of the External Curriculum v/arrant considei*ation by
all concerned because they lead to the achievement of power and up-v/ard
mobilit^r for heretofore powerless and poor in the cities. These ou't-
ccmies have become an escape hatch, particularly when dealing "with the
politics of militancy for young persons out of the gang society, which
concerns horizontal "violence vritliin "tiio-t closed society. (Horizon"tal
violence is the -violence done on peers.) In the case of gangs the
fighting and murders take place over issues of ’’turf” (territorial
imperatives) and petty revenge. Information is provided through the
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E. C. that has heretofore been unavailable to the poor. That infor-
riation then becomes an additional tool with which to pry the lid off
of the crippling conditions of the poor in tlie cities. The experience
of the External Curriculnm sometimes develops a practice in comraunica-
tion that sharpens tho ability of those involved to make exchanges and
to Gomruunicate with persons of power vri.tliin tlieir local community.
This nay begin in the school, but is spread throughout tho community
as persons cormmmicato on various subjects in or outside of the schools.
In addition, there is provided an image of activity that is posi-
tive. Young people and other local persons see greater participation
in an important local institution and thereby assume that it is more
appropriate to become active than to remain passive about it, particu-
larly when it touches the lives of every family and every individual
within tho poverty communities. The impact of tho External Curriculum
on one^s o\m lifo is of such a nature that it is capable of changing
the lives of scxne individuals, the lives of their families, and the
lives of people who revolve around those families. That could be a
personal kind of impact or it might bo an organizational impact.
The politicizing effect of the oxtemal learning process creates
such sophistication, as described by Banfield and Wilson in City
Politics
,
that the ultimate results or the ultimate benefits may well
be the politicizing of persons that vrill lead to a change in the balance
of power vrltliin large northern cities. (Banfield and Wilson, 19^3)
The practice cf the External Curriculum process sharpens the ability of
not only those persons who aro intervening from outside the schools
but
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it also sharpens the abila.ty of the school personnel.
Other Implications Of The External Curric\ilum
As vdth every tool or every condition, there are both positive and
negative results. The External Curriculum is no exception.
One characteristic vdth ;Mch to be concerned is the factor of
co~opta.tion. Co-optation is the practice of persons vd.thin the system
using others by diverting them from their goals and influencing them
to pursue the system’s goals, or personal goals tliat may not have been
their oi-m.
There are many persons who have involved themselves in schools and
have brought about clxange. Scans of these persons have as a personal
agenda membersliip in the institution. ITnon becoming a mmber, they
begin to accept the paychecks. They aTitomatically bocome a part of the
institution and are no longer as much cliarapions of the origj.nal efforts
for change. This lias both plus and minus resi.ilts. Perhaps the persons
have achieved their personal goals, but often persons who follow them
are left out vdth their agendas unfulfilled.
Parents and adults and even older students who have gotten them-
selves involved in bringing about change in schools ha.ve traditionally
forgotten to pass on the skills they have learned, the tecl-miques, the
sti*ategies, and the explanation of goals tliat they have developed to
younger people. So as the twelfth grade active students graduate, tenth
grade students enter the high school and begin anew, raoJd-ng the same
mistakes and leaniiig on shadows of what had existed before them.
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ihus efforts are doomod to defeat because of the advanced under-
standing of the school personnel and tlie ability of the school person-
nel to diffuse any efforts to bring about any substantial change, par-
ticularly when tiiat effort may hinge on aggressive behaviors, such as
boycotting and demonstrations.
Another example of negative potential is the immunity that can bo
developed by school personnol, veiy much like the immunity of mosquitoes
to DDT. As the DDT is used, nev/ generations of mosquitoes develop an
immunity and only stronger doses or new compounds can have any effect.
For those involved in tlae External Curricrilum this means that unless
there is a variety of strategies, a variety of behaviors, and a con-
tinual rcevaluation of goals and activities, the institution leaders
vrill bo so adapted to tho strategies used that the strategies iTill bo-
como ineffective and vlll actually promoto tho perj^otuation of tho
status quo in schools or \.ill add very little except finistration to
tho lessons learned through the External Curii.culum.
Very often persons involved in the External Curriculum do not take
the path prescribed by Paulo Froire in ”prarf.s*’ tho succession of ro-
f].ection .after action. Therefore, xriion interaction or when participa-
tion is had by raombers of tho External Curriculum, and tho ramifications
of that participation are not reflected upon and no post-mortems are
held, mistakes are made, evaluations are omitted, and the impact for
chango of a positive nature is diminished. (Freiro, 1970)
It ia also rogrotablo that a number of persons who enter the Exter-
nal (hirriculum inadvertently are doing so for personal notoriety because
of the attention of the nedia, because of the leadership laurels that
may be pD^ced on them by those who follow them, and for other ego-
centered reasons.
One irate mother in a largo New England city spat out her concern
about a person who impressed other neighbors that his motives for
leadership and involvement were selfishly inspired
i
V7e just did things in groups. We just had
parent groups, and \-fo just did it because we vfore
interested in our ld.ds. There’s an article in the
magassine. Wnon these mothers got together
and foi’ced this cafeteria business and the maga-
zine did an article on it they gave the dear man
all the credit for the cafeteria and starting the
coramnity school. He (ii.dn’t even share tlie credit
and these same women tliat I can r-ame by name, like
I said, used to feed the ld.ds whose parents wore
working and then after school their teenage daughters,
because my daughter volunteered, played vrith the kids
in the school yeard until their parents came hcaiie.
But this man got all the credit in a beautiful
article.... Oh, I was so angry, because I wasn’t
even one of these vromen but I knew these women,
and I used to let my daughter volunteer—th^t really
bugs you,... He ended up getting a job downtoim.
That ld.nd of involvement contaminates the positive results of the
External Curriculum. This selfish use of intervention is most often
counter-productive, not only for the individuals who selfislily inter-
"vene but for the institution itself.
There’s another vievT that should be considered and that is that
fe;: people make any move that is not motivated by some kind of self-
interest that makes the difference in all human endeavors.
It is very difficult to maintain the zeal of aggressive interven-
tion to bring about positive changes in schools or any other institutons.
1^5
That diaiinishing of seal may damage the positive outcomes of those
enrolled in the External Curid.culuBi. The competition for leadership
roles by local persons involved in the same arena of the External
Curricul''-rGi can also be counterproductive both to the individuals in-
volved, the organizations that may be pitted against one another, and
for the result that vri.ll be lost in trying to improve the education of
children.
People cannot be given the External Curriculum. It is comparable
to the understanding "people cannot be given power." It is an effort
that persons must freely enroll themselves in and pursue with their ovm
openness and enthusiasm. Othon^iise, the institution is in more effec-
tive control and the persons entrapped in participation may become the
victims of the status quo and help maintain schools in nonproductive
v-rays. People, in order to be effective in the External Curriculum, trust
be kept aware, must be trained to make decisions and ar^alyses of tho
situations vri.th or vri.thout tho sanction of school officials. There is
no such thing as instant experts, and when people get involved in deci-
sion malcing and impacting on schools, that involvement must bo an in-
formed involvement. It may not staidi tliat way, but unless it grows
tov'rards more information and more sophistication, promoted by school
personnel or others, then the effort is dostrucUve, Closed school sys-
tems do not transform themselves. Therefore, the institution of tho
External Curriculum deliberately, and hopefully cooperatively, by school
officials with local persons will help to keep schools transforming
themselves in productive i;ays. The -way that schools and tho persons
who
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«n be r.o=t productive In the ostnblishnent of an Sctorml Curr-
i<na.M in through building a high trust level of school personnel.
>«i>cn parents and students and when local people trust the educational
leaders, the knowledge on both sides can be interchanged.
Educators for the sevonUes must, ,ri.th all the other dimensions,
take another look outside of the classroom to discover how they can
help the Sbcterral Curriculum enrich the people from the area served.
Ua can no longer move through the responsible role of public school
educators without considering the consequences felt by those in the
total educational environment.
Recommendations for Action
The foLlcnring action recommendations are based on tho findings and
conclusions that vjere the result of tho exploratory study to identify
and describe the nature of the External Curriculum,
It is recommended to educatorsi
1. That the Extomal Curriculum be considered an explicit dimen-
sion of the public school agenda,
2. That the schools education include tlie lessons of the External
Curri.culum as part of the training for teachers and administrators.
3. That professional educators increase their awareness of tho
elements of the External Curriculum and promote its gi'owrth as a legiti-
siate part of the public school activities.
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4. That school officials take advantage of the growth produced
through the External Curriculum and utilize participants as consultants
in appropidate situations.
5» That mechanisms be developed to periodically review the issues
and quality of a school's or system's External Curriculum for purposes
of nurturing its productive existence.
6. That school personnel personally become active in the External
Curi’iculum purposes of achieving worthwhile educational goals in cooper-
ation with thoir clients and increasing their own knowledge within this
learning process.
7« That the internal curricultjm be designed to include increasing
ercternal experiences that -vrill enhance the learning of the formal stu-
dents and add to the learning of those "enrolled" in the External Curr-
iculum.
8. That parents and others who seek to make an impact on schools
unite in some productive way (i.e., parent unions) to share learning
and influence change.
It is recommended to the Public School Lay Citizenryi
9. That parents atKi other citizens consider the experiences of
the External Curriculiun people and involve themselves in school affairs
more. That involvonent should attempt to bring about desired changes
for their children and to increase their knowledge of political
dynamic^
effective ways of communicating, how to improve their social skills,
how insUtutions operate, and how to take advantage of economic
resourc-
es.
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10. That those persons \rho are concerned about increasing their
political influence stress gaining experience and learning skills
through activities dealing ’trith the economics of public schools as
well as the more obvious politically connected activities.
11. That parents encourage their children to involve themselves
in student governments and important school governance issues outside
of the classroom for the pui'pose of accelerating their learning of
practical lessons available xd-thin the External Curriculum.
12. That as sld.lls and new awareness is developed through partici-
pation in the External Curriculum the citizeni^ take advantage of oppor-
tunities to move into more foimal educational settings to earn the re-
cxiired certification to gain employment in professional and pre-profes-
sional occupations.
13 . That as lessons are learned and prove successful the knowledge
be passed on to others. The momentum of learning can then be shared
and have more impact on the institutions which outlive the single gen-
erations xd-thin the External Curriculum.
14. That educators should work toxTard creating learning webs to
promote a fertile External Curriculum and a consistent public education
experience from K to 12,
The author has chosen to expand on this recommendation. This
expansion is illustrative of how other recommendations can
also be
expanded but for purposes of brevity are succinctly
stated from 1 to
13.
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I’urther research is required to isolate the pregnant areas of
knowledge available within the External Curriculum in order to help more
central city citizens understand the rules of the game and enable them
not just to play this game but to change the game, its rules, regula-
tions and even its purposes to get the most from the public education
resource to win.
\i/hat Plato never suspected, apparently,
was that the Athens of Solon and Themistocles
was itself a greater school than any imaginary
camaonwealth he was capable of creating in his
mind. It was the city itself that had fomed and
transfomed these men, not alone in a special
school or academy, but in every activity, every
public duty, in every meeting place and encounter.
(Mumford, I96I, p. I69)
After 2,300 years increasing numbers of educators are beginning to
realize that in every activity, every school duty, every volunteer
service, every meeting and encounter with students and parents, learning
is a constant result. That process, the External Curriculum, needs to
be m3.xim.izod to best canpliment the internal curricular activities. The
organization of schools and systems can best ccmpliment the External
Curriculum if there is a continuous thread from early to the final
grades in public schools. This will be to the advantage of the adult
members of the External Curriculum and it may work to the benefit of the
fortna-l students.
The organization of the public educational enterprise has increas-
ingly got in the way of the kind of development and productivity that
its lofty goals and pronouncements communicate. One of the constant
goals to which educational writers refer but rarely can document in
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reality is the K-12 articulation. Public learning centers in the city
are usually divided by grade levels, lower, Middle and upper. The divi-
sions come in various shapes and sizes—K-4, 5-8, 9-12; K-6, 7-8, 9-12;
K-6, 7-9 » 10-12; etc. These variations don*t include the newest wrink-
les of Get Set, Head Start, and other early childhood directed programs.
The point is that these levels, on paper, are connected to one another
in a continuous progression from the earliest years to graduation or
drop out. In actuality nothing could be further frcsn the truth. This
is certainly true in most of the large urban centers.
One example is the giant system of New York City. The grades run
from the earliest years to the twelfth grade but there is sharp separa-
tion in the way the schools operate. The high schools are centrally
directed. The lower and middle schools are directed by the local
boards. There is little or no continuity possible inside of the organ-
ization. Externally the reaction to this dissected systepi is and may
well remain chaotic.
Two other key features of the system are its lateral and vertical
divisions. The fragmentation of headquarters into various power blocs
and cliques, and the rebellion and non-compliance of field officials
with headquarters directives contribute substantially to the school
system *s failure.
Despite the foimal and legal centralization, the school system
is
in fact informally decentralized and quite anarchic. Invariably,
when
authority is centralized in large, bureaucratic organizations
and
dispersed across numerous headquarters units, the ranks
become alienated
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and rebel. This happened in the New York City schools. ”In both deseg-
regation and decentralization, the significant power blocs have been the
elementary, junior high, and academic and vocational high school divi-
sions*’. (Rogers, I969 ) David Rogers continues his description of the
fragmentation of the public schools in New York in such a way that it
seems incredible that there can be any success for the students or the
educators in such a mess.
Rogers* thorough account of the New York City system may be appli-
cable to other cities as well. Confusion, fragmentation and disorienta-
tion are not qualities that are limited to educational systems in the
urban centers. One of the most vivid and eloquently painted pictures
of northern urban be^jildement was provided by James Baldwin. (1953)
His account of tho migration of blacks from tho south to New York demon-
strated the frustrations and the horrifying disorientation that resulted
in family, church, and social life. His message was certainly one that
should have been heard by parents and educators of that day. Tho results
of that migration and disorientation are now dominating the urban
scene, especially the schools. Whether the city is New York, New Haven,
Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, or Detroit, the problems of corJTusion
and fragmentation are relatively constant.
These giant fonnal learning organizations have ever mobile popula-
tions, poor communications, divided interests, territorial imperatives,
and operational inconsistencies that discourage large numbers of citizens
who are depending on the local municipality to lift them from tho claws
of ignorance that widely prevail inside tho urban heart. The result.
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of course, is largely destructive to the educational hopes of the
parents, students and professional educators. The experiences of the
External Curriculum can be minimized by this disorganization and lack
of continuity.
One of the responses to this crippling condition is to make sta-
bility, consistency and cross level cooperation and articulation high
administrative priorities. In every realistic description depicting
the nature of today’s cities the characteristic that seems universal is
the lack of stability and articulation. Social workers, teachers and
little old ladies have often worried about instability. Their discus-
sion has been about broken homes. The issue that seems more appropriate
today is that of the broken school. To combat this weakness in urban
li-fe, parents, students, and educators should join to create learning
’’stability zones”, (Toffler, 1970) Within these zones everything
should be done to fight the confusion and segmenting of the educational
system in the city. The aim should be to develop a continuous thread of
growth, resources, and understanding from the early childhood years
through every level of city education. Not to do so will enhance the
opportunity for the monsters of chaos to prevail. Four targets of these
efforts should bei the dehumanization caused by anonymity, the lack of
continuity, caused by the lack of articulation between school levels,
internal departments and the External Curricular activities, the educa-
tor class differences, caused by minimization and the administrative
hierarchy, and the bureaucratic consusion of parents, caused by the maze
of red tape with giant institutions.
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V/ithout tho burden of fragmentation and tunnel vision in regard to
divided schools parents can more ably pursue their goals of a united
educational e^qjerience. The blurring of divisional lines will help make
client systems more of a possibility. Of course, the establishment of
client systems is another way of decreasing the powerlessness of many
parents in the metropolitan core. With a continuous thread of experi-
ences from the earliest years to post graduate years educational consum-
ers will have more opportunities to pursue the External Curriculum for
the benefit of their young and themselves.
In 1953 W. E. B. DuBois encapsulated the dream of a totally united
and continuous educational life cycle
1
And all this is gained only by human strife and
longing; by ceaseless training and education; by
founding Right on Righteousness and Truth on the
unhampered search for Truth; by founding the ccmmon
school on the university, and the industrial school
on the common school; and weaving thus a system, not
a distortion, and bringing a birth, not an abortion.
(DuBois, 1961, pp. 72-73)
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Recomraondat-ions fov Further Study
As enrphasized earlier in this study, this is an exploratory effort.
It is appropriate, then, to consider these pages almost a proposal.
After having identified the External Curriculum as a reality, further
steps should be taken if this study is to have sufficient educational
impact. The follovdng are areas of research that can assist in rounding
out this exploratory worki
1. The specific natui'e of the cognition involved in the External
Curriculum should be researched to pinpoint the quality and validity of
uhe several growth categories.
2. The acceptajice of the mutuality of the External Curriculum by
the professionals studied indicates the need to examine that parallel
dimension of the learning process explored in this study.
3» The evidence that students also learn when involved in trying
to change schools, outside of the classroom points up the need for
further study on how the process can become an accepted and integral
part of school for students who are also formally enrolled in the
/
internal curriculum.
4. The point ^ras surfaced in this study that the exchange of
values is an important segment of the External Curriculum. School peiv
sorjiel usually irepresent different experiences, goals, perceptions and
life styles. The interaction between them and their clients, in the
areas studied, often resulted in a clash of different values. As accom-
modation on both sides sometimes resulted. This exchange in views.
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goals, etc,, j,s significant enough to recommend to educators and
scholars that an indepth look at the process is needed,
5* The data have indicated that the schools represent one possible
tool by which persons trapped in the heart of the city can take advan-
tage of the External Curriculum to help provide the knowledge that could
lead to greater independence and self-actualization.
The most important next step that is recommended is a study on the
specifics of hoiT external citizens can take best advantage of the possi-
bilityi
The socially enabling knowledge that is often considered public
infonnation by those who have it is more often still a secret to those
who don't possess it. For the middle class, acquisition and possession
of the secret knowledge (how to get things done) are "inherited rights"
and result in status quo perpetuation; for poor and minorities. The
External Curriculum to some extent provides some of this secret knowledge
to its participants and in so doing it empowers scane of the formerly
powerless to shape their own lives to a greater degree. The acquisition
of this knowledge itself is volatile, and possession is useful because
it disinipts the status quo and forces change and new accommodations for
individuals and groups.
It is not unusual for dissertations to raise far more questd.ons
than they ansi;er. This work is no exception.
Questions are raised such asj Are schools designed or intended to
be used as tools of liberation for the poor and the minorities or to
maintain the status quo?
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Can school administrators be trusted to share power and inside
knowledge with non-professionals who may have conflicting agendas?
How can the knoirledge gained in the External Curriculum best bo
recognized fomally to gain certification and recognition that may lead
to employment or higher fomal education?
Of all the questions raised perhaps the most searching one shakes
the very conception of contemporary education.
Grade school is considered by many to bo the center or foundation
for basic education. If this understanding is valid the process des-
cribed in the previous pages is aptly termed the External Curriculum.
The question raised in this context is what really is the center
of basic education—the school or the family?
If the ans^-rer to this question is the latter, then the term External
Curriculum really would more appropriately apply to other learning re-
sources outside of the family unit, including the school itseLf
.
It is recommended, then, that further consideration bo given by
other researchers to help ansv/er this question for educators v;ho see
thanselves as the center of education around which the clients revolve
and for the family heads who smilingly abdicate their educational res-
ponsibility to the school around the comer, and for those who seek
parity between the family unit and the public school in creating educa-
tional partnerships.
APPENDIX
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appendix
INTERVIEl-rtNG GUIDE—LAY CITIZENRY
1* Explanation of purposo
2. Name, Address, Telephone Number
3* Family infomation
—
Size of family?
Children in public schools?
4. Personal background
—
^niore
5. General attitude about public schools
6. How far did you go in school?
7. How did you first get involved with schools?
8. How long have you interacted with the schools?
9* Under \>rhat circumstances did you get seriously involved in school
issues?
10. Did you have any children in the public schools at that time?
11. Was your activity with the schools invited by school authorities?
12. How much support for the things that you tried to do with your
schools dis you get fr<xn school employees?
13# Did you get involved as an individual or as part of a group?
14. V/ho do you feel you represent in your school neighborhood?
15# In the time you spent trying to improve education in schools, what
have you helped accomplish?
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l6« In helping to bring these things about, what are some of the
lessons you liave 3.oamed in working for change and improvement
in public schools?
17 • Since change doosn*t happen in school without the cooperation
of school personnel, what kind of school personnel were most
cooperative with what you were trying to accomplish?
18. Would the things you work for in schools have happened as fast
if you had not boon involved?
19* If you feel you learned something by working to improve schools,
hoT-f have those lessons helped you in your private life?
20. While you wore working with the schools did you over receive
any payment from the school system? For what? How often?
21. What other organizations or individuals from your neighborhood
helped or supported you in the work you did \jith schools? Did
the number increase or decrease as time wont by?
22. Because of your activities ^^ith the schools has your school
area improved any? Why?
23 . Aside from the good for pupils that you have helped bring about
by working for change in schools, what other benefits resulted?
24. Were your activities ever opposed by school employees?
25 . What did you learn from the opposition?
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